City election

Funky film fare

endorsements

@ The Humboldt International Film
Festival, the oldest student-run festival
in the nation, reels in some big names
from the avant-garde cinema. Page 17
2
y
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y
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@ The Lumberjack editors take a look at
next week's election. Page 29
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The 2nd Annual HSU
Powwow and Social
Gathering draws
hundreds of people to the
Fieldhouse over the
weekend, including the
young dancer pictured at
right. For a full wrap-up
on what has become one
of Humboldt County's
most significant cultural
events, see page 3.

Spring Break
@ Humboldt County shows its true
beauty under the spring sun and

offers a variety of outdoor activities

for everyone. Check out The
Lumberjack's guide for getting out
and about
for Spring Break
on the
North Coast.

Page 23
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Black frat
forms
OQ HSU's first African-

American fraternity
welcomes all.

By Heather Boling
HSU is getting its first black fraternity.
A district representative for the na-

tional fraternity Omega Psi Phi was on
campus March 31 to discuss what would
beinvolved inestablishinga chapter with
potential members.
Approximately 12 people attended,
including four women who are interested in starting a black sorority as well.
Liberal studies junior Russell Greene

and political science senior Eric Williams
initiated the visit in an attempt to create
a choice for men interested in joining a
fraternity. HSU currently has four fraternities and three sororities, all predomi-

nately white.
“Here at this school there’s no alternative,” said Greene, who is in his first

semester at HSU after transferring from
Santa Monica Junior College. “I’m reall
not sure if this school is ready for a bla
fraternity,” he said.
Of the 20
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on. The two
Julle Mills applies “paint” to the face of her cousin, Michael Jim, In preparation for the dance competiti
the Kiamath tribe, from Chiloquin, Ore.
rs
are membeof

Powwow blends culture, spirit
By Nan Roberts
LUMBERJACK STAFF

The
grand entry of the Stars and
Stripes and the Indian flag, the traditional eagle feather-adorned staff,
ng of two days of
marked the
and singing at the
drumming
dancing,
and Social
Powwow
2nd Annual HSU
Gathering.
sponsored by the
The powwow was
HSU Powwow Club,

formed last year

to organize the event.
Powwow Committee
Secretary Diona

Roja (Sault Ste. Marie Chippewa), wildlife omumanl cape 0p ae
on Saturtoa
people were
day and Sunday.
e traditional staff (made of willow,
ermine skin, hand-bead work, eagle feathers and “lots of prayer,” according to
Arena Director Ron Lincoln), represents
the Creator and the Native American
harmony with creation. Lincoln (Wailaki,
Konkow, Pomo) is from the Round Valley Reservation.
By Saturday afternoon, 60 to 70 danc-

campuses in
the CSU system,
only

seven

Washfromps
ersand eight drum grou
reghad
Arizona
and
ington, California
the
in
on
istered for the dance competiti
West Gym Saturday.
“The powwow is a time to come tomeet old friends, make new
—
s and just enjoy ourselves,” said
Ceremonies
of
Master
Yackytooinpah (Comanche),

Psi Phi

another fraternity with a
majority
of Af-

Ken
from

Ventura, Calif.
The head woman dancer was Coko

rican-Ameri-

can men.

the

on basis of race, but has historically had
a high African-American membership
since it was established. It was established in 1911 at Howard University,
Washington, D.C., which wasan all-black
campus.
“We will show no favoritism because
of a man’s color,” Gibson said.
Gibson, Greene and Williams
met with
the Vice President for Student Affairs
Edward “Buzz” Webb to discuss the or-

cal sciences Professor Jack Yarnall pointed out, after
n that “everyone needs to
was tabled,
utio

oe

When presented with a resolution in support of the 40 percent fee increase, HSU’s Academic Senate voted 22-1, with one
on
eee
eee

decreased

campus and community in the 1992-93 budget situation.
Academic Senate member and math Professor Elmo Moore
, [don’t support the (resolution)...I don’t think
said,
eet
Wo right to pase the badge Geties on Se
would
ter
that
alet
of
idea
the
with
He also disagreed
newspaand
ask the community to write and call

the only
er,
who cast
Hell
In an interview after the
the resolution, said the Academic Senate’s vote
vote

ve
resolution, if passed,
The
and
increase
the
of a letter

sending
for help from the

PeDuane Heller, a senate member and music professor, said
some sort of communication about HSU’s budget problems
should be forwarded to the community, and opposed the

decision to table the resolution.
After the Academic Senate voted, three students who had
come to speak aguiast support of Ge seecketen Sanne
senate
for its
and social justice senior, said,
, aenvironmental
Scott
“| realize that this decision... was kind of putting you between
a rock and a hard place.”

for CSU would be detrimental to its master

plan, and classes, faculty positions and so on would be cut.
Ben Allen, a business administration

, said, “A ‘no’

vote on that did not necessarily mean we're against (fee in-

tive o f the senateto keep
he said.
from the community,”
an
(Residents) have no concept of what's happening here,” he
said. “We could have had ten more minutes of discussion. It
n’t
would
have
killed anybody.
“It’s not clear what we voted on today,” he said, adding that
the senate’s decision was “as much from fatigue as it was from
the
wet don’tt think it’sit everSiete

d
any moral (stan
on fees)”

proposed letter also stated that if Legislature committees
“do not recommend the 40 percent fee increase, the CSU, its
ces... Because
students, staff, and faculty face thedire
rnia Faculty
of this, the CSU, the Academic Senate, the

Association, and the CSU Alumni Association now support a
fee increase of up to $372 if no other revenue can be found.”

Russell Greens

The fraternity does not discriminate

See Powwow, page 8

¢

an

chapter, but
four of those
seven do have

Academic Senate votes not
to address fee increase issue
By Oovente Anderson

don’t

have

tion.

“I was interested in what kind of service they are goin to give to the commu-

nity,"
Webb said”
Webb said he was pleased

with the
high standards and expectations set by
thecaer noe
vinga grou
this is
itive,” he said.
—
Recently, all four national black fraternities ee
their membership
process by
eliminating pled
and
rushing. Instead, interested poy of at
least sophomore status with at least a 2.5
GPA must fill out an application.
The application is reviewed by a fivemember intake team which consists of
two undergraduate and three graduate
members, appointed by district representative Raymond Gibson. Applicants
must also take a test over the fraternity’s
history and be interviewed by the intake

See Frat, page 7
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Meet the A.S. presidential candidates
Q What are the biggest problems (other than the budget) facing HSU?
|

Emma Young
The problems facing HSU are as wide-ranging
Ihave
as the students themselves. This past
as
such
issues,
these
of
many
with
seen and dealt
(includ
action
affirmative
| cultural diversity,
| sexual harassment and gay, lesbian and bi
t,and,
on),
managemen
wasteinati
; ~studentdiscrim
|

of course, the budget

problems.

Thereare many students working to solve these
theadministraproblems but they need help from
and implefind
to
tion and eachother in order

ment creative solutions. As A.S, president, I

would actively seek the inputof students who

with these issues and bring them
are familiar
and the administration together. One way to
achieve this is to form committees representing
a variety of student concerns which would interact directly with members of the administration. Only through an open and honest dialogue

within thecampus community can we solve our

problems. _

Scott Garvey
environmental and social justice senior
tation.
¢ The need for real student
governstudent
of
With three and a half years
ion states not to, I
this
ment, even though
budget cuts have devastated
must stress the
departments of all CSU colleges. I feel Iowe this to
the overworked faculty, staff and students.
ence lobbying the state,
With three years’
with contacts to vote
I have been workin &
down the 40 percent student fee hikes.

use of $147,000 of your

e The

$302,000 to run the A.S. office.
We need to rewrite the A.S. Constitution to
open the office to all students and remove the

central bureaucracy.
e With an uprise in recent violence to women,
for all.
campus safety
we need to improve
e Equal educational opportunity for all.
ee
e The CSU has chosen
mental Disputes Center. With five years of work
going into this, I want to be sure all sides are
ted
y use (lights and heaters left
e Wasted
with theg UC
on 24 hoursa day). We are workin
Center to switch to solar power.
in student/faculty ratio.
°
e Health Center, tutorial, and library cuts.

Dan Gjerde
political science junior
The bi
it throu

tite
t
this bu

Sarin

aac ot eening
in a friendly

,
but today
open atmosphere. That may sound trite
n
univerin this
tension and frustratio
morense
Ise
sity community — in the classroom, in the
time
than inany e
committe room and else—wher
n is
frustratio
and
tension
this
of
all
Not
before.
budget
the
from
comes
all
totally bad, and not

crisis. Some comes from the enrollment growth
enced. And some comes from the
we've
feeling that no one is in control, that HSU, the
is falling apart — ecostate, and the country
y
nomicall and ethically.
Now more than ever we need an injection of
honesty and integrity into the system.
I want to help.

alleged assault
Caley

Pe

eer

tion about an attempted assault

that oc-

of Monday, March
curred in theafternoon
23 near the Lower Playfield.
y tried
to “grab a female
Aman

victimand

pituiribdoutebioc.”

-a UPD flier stated.

The
is described as a white
20s with a husky build
late
male in his

and tanned
He was wearing
cap from which dark hair
a light-colored
stuck out.
The UPD has asked anyone with information about the incident to contact the

department at 826-3456.
—

Devanie Anderson

HSU places in
forestry conclave
Twenty-one HSU forestry, natural resourcesand
recreation students competed
in the Association of Western Forestry
Clubs Annual Conclave at Cal Poly San
Luis
last weekend.
HSU students took first place in
women’s power bucking, second placein
women’s
chopping,
boom run,and
birling, third in men’s birling
and second
in traversing, a cross-country compass-

practice and time
we put in, we did pretty well, “ said
forestry senior Chris Shaw, one of the
competitors. HSU placed sixth or seventh out of 15, he said.
The students raised the money for the

Editor's note: This is part 1 of a 3-part series. Students still have until Monday,

for office.
Apr. 13 to turn in applications

Students prepare for yearly nuclear protest
Q About 50 HSU students

Besa Navadal

will soend part of their

testing
Started

spring break in a mass
protest at Nevada's
nuclear test site.

RRSSTAFF
Spring break may be a time to mellow
out and forget about life’s little problems,
but that’s not the case for a group of HSU
students determined to stop nuclear
“a

testing.

About 50 students are heading to Las
Vegas and the Nevada Test Site to protest
continued underground testingof nuclear
bombs.
“Closing down the Nevada Test Site
could be the most critical action that resultsin world widedisarmamentand
preservation of our own species,” said orga-nizer Stacey Shull, a natural resources
senior. “The whole world is watching.”
Thirty students are enrolled in political

science 495,a eer
t together

coe

by students, facul

Sod community Seeeniiats, Class sender
ments include: attending
meetnon-violence training, writing

a 10-

pe paper, keeping a journal anid Gave:

Paice
stop nudear

in Arcata four years ago by
, the Hunpeace activist Rick
dredth Monkey
Project
has blossomed
into a national effort with chapters
throughout the country. It was endorsed
by the Arcata City Council in a resolution, passed
ously on August 15,
1990
Passage of the Nuclear Testing and
Moratorium Act, currently in Co
and the United States’ signing of
theComprehensive Test Ban treaty are steps to
achieve the goalof stopping nuclear weapons testing, Shull said.
The Hundredth Monkey Project starts
Friday in Las Vegas, where “International
speakers and musicians will be talking
and singing about nuclear testing,” sai
oup member Jason Sherburn. Conrmed s
include Helen Caldicott,
Cesar Chavez, Ron Kovic, Martin Sheen,
Wavy Gravy and Corbin Harney.
A demonstration is planned at the DeCoe of Energy to “have a large pubic showing of concern about ongoing
environmental and health problems relating to nuclear testing,” said Sherburn,
a sociology junior.
After the conference many students
will then walk across the desert for six
days to reach the test site.

MARY BROWN THE LUMBERJACK

During non-violence training last Saturday, students going to the Hundredth
Monkey Project in Nevada role-played protestors and security workers. Stacy
Moke (right) confronts “protestor” Kylinn Merriman in a mock hassie line.
Located 65 miles northeast of Las Ve-

gas, the Nevada Test Site has detonated

more than 900 nuclear bombs since it

opened in 1951. Each test costs between
$6 and $60 million, Shull said. An aver-

age of 12 to 18 tests are conducted each

year.“ It’s very possible that another test

could
beforeor
while we’redown
there,”
Shull said.
;
“I’m hopeful that this will be the last
year we have to do this. The Cold War is

over and people are

they find out we are
weapons.”

y amazed when

stil testing nuclear

=
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Glen Baldwin (right), e physical eclence senior, end Luis Rivera, an undeclared sophomore, help i

dismantie Wilsonville, where several students lived In the Art Quad for almost a month.
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Wilsonville comes down

FrughesS said that, to the best of his knowledge,

erected to protest fee increases

“the 5 woreda

to its

hasn’t beeno

existence,” and that the universityladsgeod

has come down.

with count leaders ho

working relationship

Peter

Wilson
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Goneare the overnight
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the Art Quad to protest
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ughes said his inquiry was not connected to
ready for Humboldt Preview,
pore sane
this last weekend and Monday.
Heeal iit was the students’ decision to end

Wilsonville.

“The main reason (for disassembly) is we got
the message across. We didn’t want to portray a *
aes *
ee
ee
helped
who
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Glen
tive
representa
ence

ilies oak
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See Shanty, page 7
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A.S. balances $302,400 va
wd ng Tocco
IRA cannot fund.

money
ocated
unall
would return from
,
to the
for
which also

t maintenance, sup-

and services
ons

By Devanie Anderson _

Associated Students be'anced
its $302,400 budget Monday
night after hearing from four
approved the

"The AS. coun
State

Association

Students

Film
(CSSA) and the Humboldt
Festival and funded Campus

salina 00pence
Potheae

also transferred

Lum$1,950 from the Marching
berjaaks’
for travel and
conference to the unallocated
portion of the budget.
The money was transferredin

the hopes
that Instructional
Related
Activities (IRA), whi
funds

related to an

HSU
, could pick up the
funding, freeing that money for
distribution to other programs

of the
With the
was apmoney, unallocated
3.
$9,64
of
total
a
‘for
ed
prov
a.
Af
PiThe approval
ex$13,260

tended rest f about the

LY

awards to A.S. Yunded programs
and any increase or decrease from
the previous year.
Amount
Program

CC

Academic

Whilesenne council members
said the money would be well-

Administrative services

Activities

spent, others said that amount

would be excessive.
The CSSA position was creome — =<extension of the A.S.

Ge

tion, primarily

Adult
Associated

Kaplan also suggested that
more networking
among other
schools be attempted through
“—* hookups.
CSSA re ceitniniive Kris
Klamm said she has attempted
to economize wherever pospear sta
with friends and
ts and hotel rooms
oe
as
ead as possible.
She
said ra
CSSA
representative’s involvement
“depends on the A.S. president
and how involved they want

13,260

3,691

a

900

3,370

CCAT

7,604

*600

1,084
—

18,000

Marching Lumberjacks

amount-

2,395

1,816
-5,485

Campus Recycling Program

ingto about $500 for each conference.
Administrative Vice President Jonathan Kaplan said “We
can look and see if any of us
were given $5,500 to travel, we
could find an easier way to do

Children's Center
Club and program support
Cultural education program
Drop-in Recreation
Humboidt Film Festival
Center
Humboldt

13,729
9,660
4,740
8,240

-191
400
com
-160

2,880
4,230

1380
310

-

—~

_

2,000

Days

The Lumberjack newspaper

2,850

**-1,950

Northcoast Environmental Center
Recreation council

1,800
6,500

—
1,000

Special services, tutoring

5,685

2,480

Student Access Gallery

Veteran's Upward Bound

6

“(A.S.

had $1,950 of its

** The Marching

tte uneloomied part of the
to be returned if
failed to pick up the funding.

Activities

President)

Steve

moves “paltry games.”

Later in the meeting, Legisla-

(Harmon) wanted us to be re- _ tive Vice President Dina Goodto write a letter enally involved inCSSA this year,” _ will
couraging the future CSSA rep-

she said.

Undeclared Representative
Jennifer Kerrigan suggested reducing CSSA funding by $300
“as an exhibition of our concern
that the money be used effectively.”
Harmon said, “T’m a little bit
disappointed that such token-

resentative to be conservative
with expenditures whenever
—

eet a

cal eed

ran addi>
for

a total award of
The Humboldt Film Festival

received its full $2,880 request.
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-8,056

36,120
9,643

Youth Educational Services
Unallocated

position.

-1,000

4,310

Women's Center

ing Program
Campus Recydring

165

2, 125

ism exists,” calling the council's

Seated
oot

o

3,500
22,005

Calif. State Student Association

Lumberjack

-

$

3,500

112,185

Arcata Community Recycling Center

Center Arts

yearly CSSA

board

increase/
decrease

750

$

services
Govemment

of communicaand other CSU
HSU
g
tion amon
campuses, as well as within the
community.
The approved travel and conference funding allows for HSU
tation at nine of the 11

it.”
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The Associated Students Council
es its 1992-93 academic
dget Monday night. Below are
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At leasteight men will go to

Frat

to go

ewer

eT

a

ee

ee

acaeant is May

The initiation fee is $350,
which includes the fraternity

team.
“Thereason wecameup with

history book and national

the new system is to avoid haz-

ing,” saidGibsoninatelephone

interview from his office in Los
=
“There is an initiation,”
Greene said. “But no hazing. It
won'tbe tolerated.”

and district dues for the first

ee
Undergraduate
require$15every
for national and
and a chapter due

out information, conduct ral-

ty

each

Sh

talking to fasipaalhd sui.

° Continued from page 3

" Recratng for the ' mete
fliers

an

ee oe show
nee po lidari
eh

students,” he said.

_ Baldwin said overnight attendance at Wilsonville

| organize Wilsonville. “It was
a little ragged.”
| looking

“It/snotforeveryone,”Greene
said. “We want to get people

Baldwin

who are true to it and doing it for

the right reasons.”

“Wearegoingtobedoingalot |
chapters also of community service,” said
it will beac- |
yearafterthat Greene, who
will know |
“People
June.
by
tive
_
dues
district
that varies on Omega Psi Phi exists.”

the

said

shantytownattracted students

slipped from 40 campers dur-

_ing the first week to “four or

to write 800 letters and post- _ five hard-core volunteers.
“Wilsonville needed to
cards to be sent to Governor
come down,” Baldwin said.
PeteWilsonand registered300
‘It was getting very hard to
students to vote.
“It was a focal point to get maintain.

GLOBAL
MADAME BUTTERFLY

IS MEETING THE
CHALLENGE OF

April 15, 17, 18

DIVERSITY
We

Want You

To

T: i

Van Duzer Theater, 8 p.m.
Ticket Outlets

Pa rt!

Bold Images Screenprinting 822-6838

:

Angelus Clockwork Music 445-0131

presented by Humboldt Light Opera Company and College of the Redwoods

_—- n leadership

For more information call 826-2322

°Facilitate
workshops on issues
of oppression on
campus and in the
communi
Be part of a creative

beginning step to deal
directly with issues of
oppression in this community

Do You Share Our Vision Of Peaceful Plurality?

We need volunteers to continue this

important work next year!

Applications
Pe raane

92

eraileble
at
V.E.S.
(ott Libe “Gisele

Due: April 23 to the Y.E.S. House

pry out ALL-YOU-CAN-EAT
O

Lunch Buffet only $5.95

n theTake-out
run: lunch
»)

AS

Be Part Of A Positive Change!

buffet $5.95

¢Full-service menu always available

Mon. - Fri. 11:30 - 2 p.m.

For more information contact Karen at 826-4965

The ONLY place%
to get really

ed

Tuesday - Chuckwagon

We know- we roast it everyday!

Wednesday - Pasta Night

Round Up

Janie's Gourmet Gallery

Thursday -

211 F St.° Eureka * 444-3069

ik

$7.95

$1.50 Beers

Buffet Dinner $9.95

$1.75 Well Drinks

Friday - All-You-Can-Eat

8

Appetizers:
Fried
Mushrooms ae a
$1.75
eesaccad

Prime Rib $10.95
Saturday ‘- Seafood Night

:
3s

BBQ Ribs $2.75

$11.95

Buffalo Wings $2.75

5:30 - 9 p.m.

..and much more

*Students receive 10% discount

(includes tax)

in the dining room

HOTEL ARCATA ON THE PLAZA ¢ 826-0217
*

wente

eee

$8.95
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Powwow
© Continued
from page 3
Kaclamat (Yakima), from Seattle, Wash. The head dancers lead

the intertribal dances and oversee the com petitors.
Head man dancer Badger Wahasuck (Prairie Band

Potowatomi) of Phoenix, Ariz., said powwows are “a stepping

stone to our traditional ways” for Native American you

Wahasuck said once the children learn to dance and make

their costumes, they often become interested in learning more

of their culture’s ceremonies and traditions.

Dancer Bernie Lewis (Paiute), 14, from Hopland, Calif., said

eng

keep my heritage alive.” He was dressed in
ces
he dan“to
based on the Plains style, ae

Setanal a

a weapon, a
representing
a
in
andan eagle-feather fan.
on
for
bag
medicine
shield, a
The traditional men’s regalia also includes a round, eaglefeather bustle.

Kicking Boy Black Horse Redner (Shoshone, Redwood Creek,

Tlingit), 18, now living in Westhaven, wore a grass-dancer’s
costume of many-colored bands of yarn hanging from the
shoulder, waist and knee.

Grass dancing differs from traditional men’s dancing in
are
different and faster footwork. Fancy dancing and
relatively modern additions dating from the early 1900s, acto the powwow

Women’s traditional a

is reserved and dignified, and

represen ts the women who waited for the men to return,
to program information. Interspersed with the comaccording

were intertribal dances open to the audience,
petition
soine of whom joined in, some in costume and some in street
clothes.

HIV

particularly
women and children.
He e? had concerns about

© Continued from page 5

Teich We suid wes part of

AIDS Project, also had concerns

testing

t of the cards.
the worth
abou

“If [was looking ata potential

whatis meant
the card
side says
back
The
by the test.

Open

selves within six months and

HealthTest’s

“We

flashing the card saying, ‘Hey,
I'mnegative. Let’sgohavesex,”
Pryor said. “We don’t want to
gti that’s the
ester
m line.”

Dr. Jim
Chief of the
Medical Device Unit at the
FDA’s Sacramento office, said

the home (sample) collectionby

Pryor said HealthTest, which

the

has been in business since No-

consumer

was

an

Tks thqueuee ‘sn ep

vember, is “providing a more

ed
the
proved method,
test is administered by a certified tester,” he said.
“They (HealthTest) agreed

being tested.
of nt
wayie
conven
We need to get as many people
tested as possible.”
ps, the
“Within low-risk
times

said.

“These people are not being
tested because they say, ‘don’t
have time’ or ‘Idon’t want to go
to my doctor.”
r said HealthTest’s inhome, confidential tests will al-

Jarvis cited increases in HIV-

to market

and concerns about pre-test

walking into a nightclub and

positive rates among what are
traditionally low-risk groups,

The FDA had initially denied

the tests to themselves

don’t want anybody

higher than (previously)
thought, and this is the

Jarvis

the product because of reservations about consumers admin-

gives a recommended date for
re-

your travel needs.

would not market the in
home test. Instead, they would
send a certified specialist to the

home to administer the test,” he
said.
Pryor said the specialists are

certified by the state in testing
methods and pre-test counsel5"

said HealthTest uses the

term “inconclusive” instead of
“positive” for test results. People
who test inconclusive receive

face-to-face counseling from an
doctor

or a member

of the

doctor's staff.
Incondiusive tests are recommended for a Western Blot or
IFA confirmation test, which is
included in the $24.95 cost of
HealthTest’s
ure.
The IFA
Western Blot are
more
c than the ELISA
test, and are used to confirm
the

results by examining
specific vi-

843 Tenth St. « Arcata

822-1787
“Serving Area travellers Since 1973"

Blaire

Discover Kinko's

rus proteins, according
to Frisch.

and copy your

all asked the same question.
“Why pay $25 to get tes

true colors.
Discover the impact of

Students who make
a difference

yphotos,
ou reproduce
graphice,
and illustrations

you reproduce

Converse

Blaire is a student who makes a difference. She has
worked with the Adult Re-entry Center at Humboldt

(A.R.C.H.) for four years.

She is a past director of

A.R.C.H. and currently is Editor of A.R.C.H. Newsletter
and Fundraising Coordinator. Blaire is a representative

for California Advocates for Re-entry Northern
Division. She is a single mother of seven, with four
children still at home.
by: Activities Coordinating
Residence Hal Association,
nt

health centers

yor a ‘known quantity,”

ticing high-risk behavior,” he

longer to better serve

seling at public

t
the antibodies were not
the
on the day of the test, that

nience in the testing —_
lowJarvis said people
riskk groups are being tested.
you look at it across the
spectrum, a lot of the people we
see (at test centers)
are not

as weil as Saturdays
10 am - 2pm

in

te
to face,” he

Pryor said the reverse side of

low for more personal conve-

-----.

are not

are

he said

thatis not being tested,”he

We're open Monday - Friday
8:30am -5:30pm
j-

publi

="

doing last week or last month,”

sold included jewelry, deerskin clothing, drums, carrying bags,

beadwork, T-shirts and basketry.

”

doesn’t tell me what you were

infection rate is

tional booths. Crafts

at

i.e
cold.

Honor dances to pay respect to specific people or groups,
also a part of the powwow.
are rs,
such as grandmothe
There were about 35 craft and

procedure

health test sites.

Blaire is a senior Art major.

Board, Associated Students, Humboldt Orientation Program,
University Center, and Lumberjack Enterprises

To nominate
a student for this ad
a nomination form.
They are available
at: 214 Nelson Hall East, 826-3361

16th & G St. - ARCATA
HAE-8S94
Sth
& V St. - EUREKA

enhall,
Frisch and Jarvis

when you can get it free?”

wwounscoume

COMMUNITY

Homeless shelter

secrecy criticized
hope confiden:
uproar from
“We are
of the shelter.

By Ruse Anderson
Approximately 1,200 people are li
in homeless condbiteds in H

t

County
on an 3 ven day. ae to
the Heanboldt

Force.

The Redwood Community Action
Agency (RCAA), the city of Arcata and a

Rencsenesteoesrann

forces to

aber House, a homeless shelter

which has recently generated

will house six

and

ace

wepeleit to:

ve

g

a

shelter,
the Arcata

As wellas
House will also make available
a wide

oes

variety of services to the residents, such
as employment
medical services,

“We are going to try and help anyone
Peltier,
who comes to us,” said Da
Arcata House board member.
t of the Arcata
Rev. Eric Duff,
House board, described the house
as a
transitional
shelter for homeless families.

The families will be able to stay a night, a
week or a few months —

whatever

amount of time it takes the family to find

neThe Rowse is acheduled to open this
kept confidential,
which has raised objections
Ci

Arcata residents, including
candidates.
le needing
to find the shelter
can
find the number in the phone book or be

referred to it by The Food Endeavoron

11th and G streetsin Arcata. A meeting
place will be
over the
at

Crash claims two

to

alocation other than the Arcata

Fortuna resident Julle Schoenhofer, 29, dled last Wednesday night in the
crash of this Cessne 182 aircraft near Dows Prairie north of McKinieyvilie.
The pilot of the craft, Mark Harvey of Fortuna, died Thureday at Mad River
John Davis of the Arcata Fire Protection District helped extract
the two from the plane, which crashed into a thicket of trees near several
homes. The plane was en route from Rhonerville Airport fo the ArcateEureka Alrport. The cause of the crash le still under investigation.

begin the process of finding shelter for

it confidential will protect
the people staying there,” Duff said. “I
sen & Ghatier'in Meweaeh, New Joreny.tnd

there were many people

omes-

tic violence. There is Saeek tlben for

(confidentiality).”

will insure minimal
e
to minimizthe
le
Why should the
kno
Duffw?”
said. “When

t

5

sail whel
the

neigh orke

don’t have

that it’s

student housing.”

City Council candidates Gary Moore
Blaser think the city should reand
veal the location of the shelter.
“If
public money is spent, the public
know where it is,” Moore said. “1
feel the residents should be made aware
of where
it is.”
Moore said the city should leave the
running of homeless shelters to the state,
county or private hands, saying Arcata
doesn’t have the tax base to operate a
shelter.
“Thaveno
concem about helping people
sittin vedaunaeacaie
should
be involved,” Blaser said. “I take
ag
copter prerteie ay grape
tier said resistance
to the project is
te.

le are not going to allow anyoneto
the shelter for their own short
manipulate
ee
gain,” he said. “I am perly offended if someone
is going to
undermine
the shelter.”
purchasing

ter

a

the U.S. Government's Reeceey tal
ter
(ESP). The agency then
to funnel the money received
to the city of Arcata, which
the grant

in turn would have
oO
tion run it.

Arcata House

city, because of insurance reasons, can’t
own housing, so Arcata hasto
oe 0 ue
fit organizations to run a
,” said Arcata Community Development Director Stephan
Lashbrook.
The city of Arcata initially
put thedown
ymenton the house to insure it would
“Through
pment funds
weput
it
t, which
down the down
,” Lashbrook said.
available for
Redevelopment funds are monies col-

In addition
to protecting the families
the shelter, officials
using
be
who will

See Shelter,
page 11

on at all-time high
Absentee ballots, voter registrati
on, at
Q The bulk of absentee ballot requests are

—lections. Voter registrati

a

turnout,” he said.

“If they (absentee voters) all
come
in on April 14 it maybe
four to fivedays
before we know

aiacedions
coming from student dorms and apartments. ‘Ar“This
could be a monumental
Of those absentee ballots,

By Robert Bret
With less than one weektogo

before the Arcata City Council
elections, five times as many

seeped toon tn eltear of
two elections.
County

Clerk

past
so

Lindsey

McWilliams said about 450 were
a direct result of HSU student
and candidate Paul “Tex”

Butterfield’s

§ ButMcWilliamssaid

inby

Arcata

election.

ballot to turn in their ballots as

soon as possible.

election

numbers

effort.

venoegtean
Sen voters
ballots.

He said a high percentageof

apartment complexes.

who wins,” he said.
McWilliams encouraged voters who plan to vote by absentee

absentee

of 25 to
clined toa
tagtene.
cian in seven

aes

Voters may still obtain absen-

to be com- tee ballots up until April 14, but
seem
ests
mshad those requ
said his office
McWillia
eS te
student one
absentee ballot ingfrom
1,350 ived
rece
at 3033 H
HSU ao
ind
requests as of midday yester- areas of
day, compere’ wo just 267 in dormitories and Northtown St. in
the 1990

could delay election re-

ts.

,
whois contracted
McWilliams

“We could easily hit 1500 to | McWilliams expects about a by the city of Arcatato
90 percent return rate on absen- the election, is concerned that
1,600
absentee
ballots,”
tee ballots based on previous
McWilliams said.

1986

7,767

30.3%

ris

1988

7,041

26.8%

218

1990

9,138

28.6%

267

1992

9,922"

?

* record number

—_fOSES Saree, WA NR Ye

Sourex:
County Clare eae

OS

eS

1,360°°
BY ROBERT

Meet the Arcata City Council ¢ andidates
Se

Q In what direction would you like to take Arcata politics?
I hopez to
Carl Pell— at

Victor Schaub — On the

moderate
and open to comprodon’t mean
mise. By moderate,
boring. Rather, the City Council meetings must be a forum
where all ideas become

e to
is designed
which ur
a meas

limit campaign contributionsin

to $100 per perlocal elections

I think it’s

g

son. A similar law was enacted
in 1980 by the Arcata City Counseveral
cil but was
years later when the State of

California es

eckie:

Oe

April 14 we will have
on ot
ball

local jp juto keep

DwainGoforth—Toward

‘greater

those whodaretobeadvanceof
their time... They are the masts

Thisincludescam- and sails of the ship to aswhich
S andkinship.
balcontribution and term conservatism answers
respect

by

severe

et wrbon

york smn

honor that

’ =

ahead.” — Horace Greeley.

aaa

Se

Pipe
rea ceed onty oror
has strong emotional feelings
oesions.
these kinds
kinds ofof deel
no sale
role inin these
I firmly believe we should

ee

You can take the “ifs” out of

politics. Vote April 14 or

absentee
ballot for Paul “T:
Butterfield.
Arcata will win.

win. If candidates
speak to voty
ers, one-on-one, di

— but it

at times indispensable

oo: be nai —

naturally to the endeavor

the radical actions of the

iene

last. The ballast is im

eliminate partisan

from city government.

Arcata will win. If candidates
not

will win. If
jo ca
candidates run on their own,
not on any slate or backed by

LouBlaser—Followingthe

maintaina political atmosphere

supportgof
andndin
understa

te Sep canes See
=
theextentthat
more involved in the regula-

that is tolerant of diverse opinions, that is open to public ininnovation
put, that

beton municipal af- cess and will, therefore,be
cus its
fairs and would do everything _ ter able to work more
with other local entities to pronet pees mammary

is perceived as, truthful and responsible. ~

election of a City Council that
tion
ts
a cross-sec
represen
of the Arcata population, |
the council to fo-

would

cil to
the diverse p'
ionsand needsofa
m

attuned to
calopincom-

SSeS

sory and

, and that is, and

and

Se

vide for long term, orderly,
economic growth.

such
as Arcata. I would

positions. We must strive to

have the council provide overt

Part 6 of a 6-part series by Robert Britt, Community editor

Council candidates continue counting cash
Q Incumbent Mayor Victor Schaub brings in $2,952 in
March to even the financial playing field a bit with his
higher-earning challengers.

no direct funds have been given to any of

By Jose Cordense
A total of $34,338 has rolled in to City
Cound
— more than $3 for
voters.
9,922
each of Arcata’s

Campaign finance
statements were filed Thursday by the eight
candidates
and Committee for a Better
Arcata (CBA) and include contributions
March 28.
which endorses conservative can-

the candidates it endorses. Each candidate has funds of their own.
Stafford said most of the
the

committee has raised is being used to-

peste eg int chasing”
campaign headquarters.

put up signs around town in support of
the three candidates
it supports.

Blaser said the Committee
for a Better

Arcata is a group of

paign for the

of the three. This is the first disclosure
statement the committee has filed in the

raised $3950, $4858

a misunderstanding
campaign, ci
with
the city as the reason
for not filing a
disclosure at the end of
is

;

tion
coeemelan
saneOt laww toto epert con

funds, Moore said. 7
Margaret Stafford, CBA’s co-chair, said

which feels a

need for

didates Gary Moore, Lou Blaser and Cari

Pellatz has raised $4,553 toward support

ag
has also

In March, ee

has chosen
to camcoundl

Tae and ——
respectively,

them the top individual fund:

raisers
for the entire

Blaser,
who has raised the most money

overall —$10,655 — said his separate
cam
funds have been spent prima-

yy

be

-mail.

Goforth,
who has raised $966,
said he would also send mailers to every-

one in town if he had more

. But

since he doesn’t, he’s trying to
The

spent
on
Teercematai

coat

ine

votand
ance.

cam paign ha ve Teach’ $3,396 ‘
;
him fourth in overall funds. Bane
amount, $2,952 was raised during March.
David Hitchcock,
treasurer for Friends
of Victor Schaub, said some of the funds

raised for the incumbent have been spent

Money
[he

ig

pours
aeuan se

tn

City
been raised for the Arcata
pearaey

ey

have

p
=

Total amount raised

Candidate _in campaign
so far_
Leu Biaser
Gary Moore

$10,655
$5,401

on literature, advertisement, mailers and

Committee
tor a Better Areas $4,853"

postage.

Cari Peliatz
Victor Schaub
Paul “Tex” Butterfield
Elizabeth Lee
Sam Pennie!
Dwain Goforth

Total contributions to Paul. “Tex”

Butterfield’s cam:

were $2,626, but

cam

candidates have

only $236 wasraised
eae
remainder Butterfield provided to himself
a loan.
Dan Gjerde, treasurer for Butterfield’s

= —

spent too mu

worrying about the

more time talkingto
Hemaidifthey spent pen

voters they would know voters are too
educated to be swayed by the amounts of
money involved.

1

Approx. slection total

oo

$4,178
$3,396
$2,626°°
$1,473
$1,000°°°
Sots

$24,338

11
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Lusaberiecls

Landlords control political advertising
an additional factor which re-

By Jose Cordenes
With City Council elections
less than one week away, political signs have
up on,
yards, walls and windows all
around Arcata.
But in cases where the

erty is occupied
by tenants,

land-

lords reserve the right under the

law to allow or deny posting of

o—

signs on their proper-

Council candidate Paul “Tex”
Butterfield said his cam:
has
re
he has been
unable to post
in placeshe
fells thay’ oeolall ko weet wale
able — where students
live.
He said because of studentlandlord lease
ts, he
has at times been denied publicity at apartments
and houses.
Butterfield thinks it’s unfair
he has to concern himself with

tions are Tuesday,
April 14. Here

duces his focuson the issues.
But
owners around
Arcata don’t see the issue as a
political one.
“Our concerns are not

ti-

cal; they are cosmetic,”said Kurt
Kramer,
owner of Kramer Properties and several student apartment complexes
in Arcata.
Hesaid sta
signson walls
and other forms of
posting
would cause
to the property, and he
bear the ex-

penses
of repairs.

restricts an
of postingon
walls or Neat his

notjust political material.

Hesaid

tenants interested
in posting a
politicalsign would need to

check with him for

val.

“I would probably allow it,”

Kramer said.
John Foster, who owns an

¢ Gary Moore: Manager of FNW, an

Past

and education: Bachelor

tmberiands
manager for Simpeon
Timber
¢ Paul “Tex” Butterfield:
HSU
ecience student; founder

volunteer fire captain; appointee to
Callfomia District 1 Medical Quality
Review Cormnmitiee; member and pest
president of Rotary of Arcata and HSU

rope
; member
Teachers
Vote.
Past experience
and

Past experience
Attended CR and HSU; volunteer starter
for HSU track meets.

Committee;
volunteer work for Amigo de
Los Americas.

« 8am Pennisi: Councimember since

=» Dwein Goferth: Owner of Miestone

1976; co-owner of Lady Anne Bed and
Breakfast Inn.

Past experience
and education: Bachelor
of ecienos in forest management and
masters degree in planning from HSU;
has taught at HSU; mayor of Arcata from
1982-84.

e Victor Schaub: Mayor;

are more about appearance
rather
than political

Foster said there is also a li-

ability factor involved. If a tenant

ee

a

to
put up a sign, the propcapeuln could be sued.

Kramer said bannerson
stakes
that can be put on lawns don’t

look
as bad, but he wouldn’t
al-

low posters and signs that rees.

“I don't want to take away the
freedoms,”
Kramer said.

But he said he would be concerned if other tenants were in-

voluntarily involved. He said
when a sign is posted, it repre-

popes
eon
gua
person
it.
Some renters aren’t aware of

whether they havea right to post
political signs.

apartment complex on Hidden

Taxpayers
League: member of Arcata
Rotary
and Arcata Forest

¢ Cart Pelletz: ineurance
agent;

dows
are OK, and his concerns

Furthermore,hesaid hispolicy _ poli tical

is aprofilecitheeightcandidates

in art from Spokane Falis community
college; military veteran; general
contractor;
owner of Three Corners and
Indianola markets.

Creek Street, said signs
on win-

2ER IAL KN

HSU junior Jessica Wachtel, forestry senior Steve Ratziaff

thelr roommates have eech put up different election signs in
front of the house they rent on H Street.
rest of her
the use
But beca
rents a house on H street and
prefs
different
have
mate
room
whether
’t
know
doesn
said she
candiCouncil
City
for
erences
tothe
her landlord would
dates, Wachtel said they've all
y inher
put up different signs.

THE ONE
STOP
SOURCE
FOR ALL
YOUR
IMPORT
NEEDS!

STUDENTS:
10% OFF
ALL IMPORT)
PARTS
special

sale and
order items

e VISA

¢ MASTERCARD
¢ DISCOVER

3RD & C STREETS, EUREKA

(707) 444-9671

Software;
member of Northcoast
Environmental
Center, HOPE Coalition

Greenpeace,
Citizens for Social
b
Fund, California
Green
Past experience
and education: Bachelor
of arts in natural
sctentiat
for Redwood

writer for North Star News, Humboldt

counciimember since 1988; atiomey;
member of HOPE Coalition,
ADBC and

Observer
and Econewe.

American Civil Ubertes Union.

¢ Elizabeth
Lee: Counciimember

Past
and education: Bachelor
of arts in government from CSU Los
Argelse; graduated from UC Berkeley
law echool; board member of Humboldt
Child Care Council and Council of
Lutheran Church of Arcata; served on
Arcata Planning Commiesion and as
chairman of Humboldt County
Democratic Party.

since 1980; executive
director of
Humboldt Foundation for Medical Care;
serves on Redwood Region Economic
Bay
and the Area 1 Agency
Past
Attended CSU Freeno and UC Davie;
member of Jacoby Creek Schoo! Board.

The house is now in the name

Shelter

ofthe slate and RAA, accord

hl
Past Arcata
and Thea

Alex Stillman, Julie Fulkerson, Dan Hauser,
Gast Support Current Mayor Victor Schaub

VoTE ABSENTEE!
with four or fewer units,
allowed the city to help fund the
one-unit Arcata House.

¥

te

re cat

payment,

Re-Elect Victor Schaub

more
the city
waiting for grant money,
Gusnten tahouna pub

i
the
community
tomnare
than $9000.
the total

the

Vote Tuesday, April 14th
or Vote by Absentee Ballot
Paid For By The Friends of Victor Schaub

The Lumberjack

8, 1902
Apel ,
___ nesday
Weu
12

Humboldt County’s unknown industry a gas
well (built in 1938) up to Humbokdt County customers’ houses.
When demand is high, such as

.
of the flasks
Three sco
1860s, San Franci
the it
atas
notasgrewasin
Aalto said Petrolia could pro- broke at Covelo and he brought
one to an oil
the last
day.
duce about one barrel a

PG&E's planton Humboldt Bay

came forythe “oil boom
countr

him to drill for more oil in

way 36, such as
Bridgevile

One of the first men to reap the
benefits of the valley, J.W.

When the well was re-

the gas is
how ned
The gas well, now owned by _ fessor, explai

oil and returned by horseback to

See Oil, page 13

Chantal Fairon
Placa

hile

—————

when the weather is cold,

Humboldt

County’s economy

from all ar

Thomas

the

Scott or-

said
ty to con- when it was first announcedin theMattoleRiverValleythe andbarrel.
hasbeendominated now has the @
by
him
payld
he wou
were
1859, Oil
city.
t to
the gas
and fish- ver
by timber
essunsucce
tur
was
ven
The
s
Mattole
the
and oil Northern California’s second in tiny pocinket
ing, little-known
on
Henders
when
YS 10 miles south River alley by the first settlers ful, because
eee
havebeen
wells south of E
no
had
he
and they didn’t think much of it struck oil at 260 feet
ed
by Texaco.
flowing for years with varying of Eureka, isoperat
he
so
in,
vats to keep the oil
an
oil industry
Itreaches customersfrom Scotia until the Americ
of success.
d
and
capped the well temporarily
‘exaco drillers were looking to McKinleyvilleand communi- started in 1859 in Titusville,Pa.
construction of
oi] in Tompkins Hill near ties off
for
Carlotta
Fortuna when they happened

Ken Aalto,

upon gas in 1936.

sandstone and

Aalto said.

small fraction of U.S. produc-

shale are trapped in layers. The
workers (Texaco drillers) ‘bend’

Eu-

ofthe

insandstone,”

“Gasistra

cubic feet of natural gas a day, a

of

:

formed und

7 million
Texaco Inc., produces

tion, said Joe
distribution

geology pro- Henderson, filled four

these layers and developa ‘fold’
like an inverted ‘U’ called an

reka PacificGasand ElectricCo.
by Athe
built r
well was
Anot

lantic Richfield Co. (ARCO) in

_upfold.”

The gas floats to the top of the

the Eel River basin in 1990.

if all goes well, it gets
thereand canbe tapped.
ough the oil
uction
in Petrolia, near the
National Conservation Area, is

‘U’
tra

ed
In 1941 PG&E hookthegas

JULIE
FULKERSON
LISTENS
She
wants

to

hear

Annies Shoes

from

Jacoby Storehouse

you.

822-6877
Home
445-7693 Court House

791 8th Street, Space 3
Arcata, CA 95521

GOI FULKERSON

822-1231

tarred

MONTEREY
INSTITUTE of INTERNATIONAL STUDIES

SU MM

ER

LANGUAGE

BIsterer

Pal
PLAZA
ee

And the
winners

are...

Ope Sates
| $10 gift certificate winners:

vo

june 24—August 19, 1992
Arabic, French, German, Italian, Korean, Portuguese

and Spanish

June 17—August 19, 1992
Chinese, Japanese and Russian
MONTEREY INSTITUTE OF INTERNATIONAL STUDIES
425 Van Buren Street, Monterey, California 93940
FAX (408) 647-3519
Program
Language ve
(408) 647-4115 summer intensi
The Monterey Institute provides professional graduate education for international careers. For further information about
master’s programs in international business, international policy studies, international public administration, language

teaching, or translation and interpretation, call the Admissions Office at (408) 647-4123.
Le

opera
Roustabout Jim James of Fortuna dieplays the “celler” of a
natural gas well on Tomkins Hill. Welle are excavated and
equipment is sunk to reduce unsightly skyline clutter.

ee eea

Go me ete

John Dunbar, Corry Felix, Bill Lauer,
Todd Parmessan, Dave Keniston, Piula Chavania,
Arcata; Denise Steenblock, Willow Creek, Matthew Hisatoine, Tim Wagenfuhr,
Eureka, and Anne

» Summers, Trinidad.

Mik Dave
eo kel Fly, Jeff Gra,Bladon,
Orr,Dalas Gundersen, Becky

Roble, Andy Allen, Becky Cullen, Arcata;
Anne Summers, Trinidad; and Anya Taylor,
Bayside.
Hunan Plaza would like to thank you

all for entering.
889 entries were

recj

Wednesday,
April 8, 1992
were dug from Bear River to the

plored or drilled in Petrolia in

“boom”

Mike Renner, a
for
Union Oil Products
of Eureka.
Ken Aalto said the Petrolia oil
boom is history, yet he does believe production
is ongoing underground. Organisms buried

the ‘90s, as far I know,” said

Upper Mattole River.
A second

© Continued from page 12
cided to drill another, but by
then, 1862, the price of oil
dropped
and Scott lost interest.
—

enthusiasm ebbed in

The “oil boom”

ha

ed from the

duction has

to one

1890s until the early

it caved in.
Undaunted, Henderson de-

1900s. Pro-

barrel a day since then.
Most oil production companies have given up and moved

—
into

elsewhere.

“No crude oil is being ex-

the

town named Petrolia in 1864,
according to the “Book of

Texaco inc. leases the subsurface
mineral rights
to tap the
natural gas from this site 10 miles south of Eureka. The gas is
then sold to PG&E.

Unlen
upateraa yours.
fowr years.
inion gee
few
Between 1865-67, 14 wells

Walk-ins Welcome!
Manicurist available

ein the Bayshore Mail-

City Council: Recyclers may need permit
Arcata produces.
Councilmember
Sam Pennisi
called the ordinance potentially

© Councilmembers
are wary proposal

Fa pont
onerous.

might stifle creative
recycling efforts.

concern

t

ordinance, saying he doesn’t
want
to see a

By Jeanette Sees

in Arcata.

Caan ieaeine
ede te
PP 4‘saan t to Laine 4
deeds for their neighbors he
City Council approves a proposed solid waste ordinance.
The ordinance, proposed at
the council’s meeting
last
Wednesday, would
any
person or organization collecting materials for —e
=
ve a contract or permit
e city.

able to
the

and flourish in
rusiness,

the _—

which would ide-

City

Alice Harrissaid

ally be easy to obtain, are not
ia

to recycle

s efforts
community.

The ordinance would ae
mandate curbside collection ser-

vice, preventing individuals
from hauling their
nal garbage
to dumps and transfer sta-

Theordinance wasintroduced
because the city is held account- tions. Which collection service
able by state regulations for its would be used has not been deuction.Thepermits cided.
would be a way for the city to _—‘iif passed, the ordinance will
go into effect July 1. Discussion
keeptrackofhowmuchgarbage

of the ordinance
will be continued at the next council meeting.
In other action, the council
heard the Arcata Chamber of
Commerce 1992-93 Tourism
Plan.
The plan includes putting
posters of Arcata at state rest
areas and
a calendar
featuring the
in Arcatato
increase the city’s allure to tourists.

About $45,000 has been allotted for the plan.
In other action:
e The council
plans
for the im
of the railroad crossing at Aldergrove
Road, near the industrial park.
¢ The council voted to advertise for a person with watershed
management experience to fill a
vacancy on the Wetlands and
Creeks Advisory Committee.
e The council unanimously
approved a monthly five-cent
clea
glia
_ lection fees.

1031 H St.

Arcata

822-3450

Kinko's... the Q
to copy
place
We can't keep a secret. It
seems as if
knows
that Kinko's te the place to

find a lot more than just

great copies...
it's the place
to discover a full
of
ths wepeeeie oes manana
AX LI

a

YOU «

cf

g

veel

s

LUNCH

7 Days

on

6

es

Sth & V St. - EUREKA

13

On ke LAT

ALN

LEAT

BUFFET

95
aA

ee

DINNERS
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Beginning April 1 — April 10"

The Bookstore will be going through a renovation this
of the extreme space limitations caused by this, we
inventory immediately. The Bookstore will not be fully
until the Fall Semester. We hope the improvements
Bookstore will outweigh any temporary inconvenience
7

May. Because
must reduce
stocked again
made to our
this may cause.

* Limited to stock on hand; except textbooks, computer department items, class
schedules, caps and gowns, photo processing, Kodak film & testing materials.
HSt

Vionday

thru
briday
Closed

Bookstore

Thursday
7:45am
Saturday
ed

(een ee

Hours:

7:45am

to 6:00pm

to 5:00pm
&

Sundry

SCIENCE
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HSU wildlife prof wins statewide teaching award
By Corcte Audisto

“He’s a delight,

CSU’ cree
ae
Professor, Richard “Rick
Botzler
of HSU’s wildlifed

ag “yg

net

very respectful to

his students and
very concerned
about their
learning.”

rayptevontn

“It has been an exceptio

experienc.
tion for
Fn pra

ag

lutely love to do," he said.
Botzler wasone of two faculty
members in the state to receive
the CSU’s Outstanding
Professor Award on March 18 for excellence in teaching. The other
winner was Harold Charnofsky,
[tone of sociology at csu
nguez Hills.
Citing his reputation as a
leader and
, the inter_nationally circulated Journal of
Wildlife Diseases recently appointed him editor.
As editor, Botzler
is spending
more timein front
ofa computer
screen.
“It’s exciting to see the finished
uct come out, ” he
said.
“Some (articles) are easy,
some had a lot of hassles but
there they are—they’re looking

pretty

god.

a lot... areas in

wi hich there are
going
on, in a position like this, you
get to learn it first,” he said.
Botzler team-teachesan environmental ethics course he
started in 1983 with philosophy

SUSAN ARMSTRONG
HSU philosophy professor

t, very respect
"
H
e
'
s
a
delight,
tal tohdeanebeeinendl cnt teo>
“He’sa

cerned about their learning,”
Arms
said. “He embodies
the best of the scientific spirit —
the desire to know the truth —
so
le of
with
a person and stayin
Tiaanendvenele
open to their ideas.”
ents have long
Botzler
for how he taught them
about wildlife, but many say
they value more what he taught

MATT STARY/ THE LUMBERJACK

Wildiife Professor Rick Botzier, recipient of CSU's outstanding professor award, said his
greatest achievement “is the fine students who graduate from here.”
lifesenior
Bret Golden said. “You
cannot
not like him.”

Botzler’s career as a wildlife
fessor s

in wild-

a. diseases began at HSU in

them about life.

1970.

“He's a
second and
very much a person first,” wild-

He advises Native American
students
in natural resources, the

award-winning wildlife conclave team, the environmental
education
at Y.ES.,
the
Institutional Animal Care and
Use Committee and is a special
consultant to the Faculty-Student Mentor
“lenjoy teaching. Ienjoy inno-

vating. I enjoy trying different
thing® I enjoy my research,” he
ae of them have a creative
element, and all of them will

have some newness that they
t to me. I feel very fortu-

nate,” he said.

Hatchery manager responds to criticism of spawning methods
QO Rudy Becking, an HSU emeritus
professor, said in an opinion column last
week that taxing County residents to

tion and

support the hatchery would not save
salmon in the long run.
Steven Sanders, superinten-

By Tem Bapersen

dent of the Prairie Creek Fish

ey.
ane

t _

ty residents

ma
tax-perFanny
i kewy thea$3in operation
Praite
Crookfor

oan os
th pe

30 years, I have

aoa mo,

Theho aie

unjustified.

’

that he got

right in his article was that we
operate(the hatchery) on ashoe-

string budget,” Sanders said.

express such

a public environmental con-

cern,” said Rudy Becking, HSU
natural resources professor
emeritus, in an

said Becking’s artic

on column

in the April 1 issue of The Lum-

certainly haven't when
it comes to saving world-renowned ancient redwood forests,
owls, murrelets, or
halting needless toxic aerial
spraying
or eliminating
serious

ic health hazards like cureo
water pollution,”

ng’s “<3 said the
ponte See See
»
tchery are
wid tec woud amerme tee
salmon in the long run and
would consequently
waste the
taxpayers’ money.

ha

in the state
and possi-

bly the United States.”
Sanders
said they are the on!uly

reaaentainamel

salmon and steelhead without
the use of in-stream barriers.

“What we use is an imprint

that is based on the type

of water the fish spawn in and
their

scent thatdirects

the fish back to their spawning
area,”
he said.
The other hatcheries use instream barriers made of earth to
direct the salmon into their

ticular spawning areas. The

t

uce specific rets ctoer individuals of
same species
— to direct the
fish.
“It’s just like dogs going
around and
each other's
butts— salmon work the same
way inidentifying who
will
spawn with,” Sanders
Fish havea very keen sense of
smell, perhaps 10,000 times
keener than omaalh The fish
have to be able to smell their
own
to spawn.
ng disputed Sanders’
claim in an interview that the
Prairie Creek Hatchery has no
in-stream barriers.
“This ha
does have instream barriers.
of them in the Winter 1992 issue
of the North Coast Redwood
—,
Association,” he
Sanders said the hatchery
took
175,000 salmon
in December, which was
allotment
from the state
of Fish
and Game. The cost of each year-

ling salmonetta
is 66 cents, while

=
Soasdiiehaese.
used.
wi
“Other fisheries have
t

salmon eggs from us,”
said. “The reason why is because
outbreaks of disease wipe out
their

Wehave never

had any serious disease probcoer”

“Prairie Creek Fish Hatchery is the
only true enhancement fish
hatchery in the state and possibly

the United States.”

Prairie Creek Fish Hatchery superintendent

sarticlesaid
that Redwood National Park has made
an effort to restore the Lost Man
Creek toits natural conditionby
removing a log dam above the
hatchery, and restoring /monitoring riparian and in-stream
rehabilitation.
said that adding the
hatchery site to the Redwood
National Park would enhance
and continue these efforts.
Sanders said the removal of
this dam has devastated a healing
at the lower 100
yards of the river that has conee
ee
desoyed some redwood estuaries when they installed
the levies as part of the in-stream dicleaning
ent non=~
fahdthonak Gane these levies

were built.
Becking
said a natural spawn-

ing channel could be created for

the public, using exclusively
natural stock.

“This living

display would at-

tract tourists
across the nation in the fall to watch salmon
” he said.

oumnliie

said their natural

ye
eee
by ‘up to 25,000 tourists
y.We have had classes
from HSU and College of the
Redwoodscomeouttoour
hatchery to view salmon spawnin
methods
at our hatchery, as we
as tourists.”

Sanders

also

disputed

Becking’s claim that this $3 tax
will be levied without public
vote.

“Mr.
last board
this tax

ied unless

was not at the

to hear that
will notbe lev-

public

on the ballot in Novem
said.

approves it
he
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Environmental
Sciences

x

Read Science
in The Lumberjack

to uncover the mysteries
of the universe.

Majors
a

MYSTERY! | PRESENTS

Study and live in New
South Wales, Australia at
the University of
Wollongong for one
semester (Fall °92) at
HSU cost +
transportation.
(Jr. level and 2.75 cum.
GPA required)

A SIX-PART SERIES
THURSDAYS

beginning April 9th
9 p.m.
on Channel 13, KEET-TV

Mobil

OEE

yc

Information and applications available from
Bill Ammett, Siemens Hall 215
826-6189

enna dcmenies

(DVS) Described tor vieualty-impaired

TUESDAY,

viewers (check listings)

© 1002

APRIL

L.A.'$ HOTTEST
RAP BAND
—

Mobi Corporation

28
NEW

CYPRESS
HILL
PLUS

AZTLAN NATION
$14 GENERAL / $8 HSU STUDENTS
TICKETS: THE NEW OUTDOOR STORE, ARCATA
THE WORKS, EUREKA & ARCATA
THE UNIVERSITY TICKET OFFICE, HSU

INFO
& VISA/MC ORDERS CALL
826-3928
FOR A COMPLETE SCHEDULE OF
FESTIVAL EVENTS CALL

826-4411

ALL PERFORMANCES AT SPM IN VAN DUZER
THEATRE UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED.

WEDNESDAY,

APRIL

29

HARAMBEE DANCE ENSEMBLE
THE PULSATING, SENSUAL DRUMS AND DANCES OF
HARAMBEE COMBINE THE RHYTHMS OF AFRICA, BRAZIL
AND JAMAICA.
$13 GENERAL / $8 STUDENTS & SENIORS

THURSDAY APRIL 30 / KATEBUCHANAN
ROOM
AL EATON PRESENTS

MLK: WE ARE THE DREAM
A MOVING PORTRAIT OF DR. MARTIN LUTHER KING AND
HIS IMPACT ON THE CIVIL RIGHTS MOVEMENT.
$9 GENERAL / $6 STUDENTS & SENIORS

FRIDAY

MAY

1

BEBE MILLER AND COMPANY
MODERN DANCE FOR THE 90'S! INCLUDED IN THE
PROGRAM WILL BE “THE HENDRIX PROJECT A NEW
WORK BASED ON A SUITE OF SONGS BY GUITARIST JIMI
HENDRIX.
$13 GENERAL / $8 STUDENTS & SENIORS
SATURDAY

MAY

2

OAKLAND INTERFAITH
GOSPEL CHOIR

OVER 30 VOICES STRONG AND ACCOMPANIED BY A FULL
BAND. GUARANTEED TO LIFT THE ROOF OFF THE VAN
DUZER THEATRE!
$13 CENERAL / $6 STUDENTS
& SENIORS

CURRENTS
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film Fremgy
Celebrating its 25th year, the Humboldt
International Film Festival showcases the
scene
best and brightest of theee.
s festival three new awards were named for

By Chris Jackson
LUMBERJACK STAFF

ee

ea

into a small screenle crammed

Anestimated 150

r Theatre Monday night to
ing room at Arcata’s
of the
kick off the the 25th anniversary
film festival in the United States.

studen

The Humboldt International Film Festival opened
with a showing of 14 short works by 11 area student

Night.
Local Talents
at Monday's ker
filmma
” festival co-director Heather
“Lastnight was

Denton said in an interview Tuesday.

“Tonight, and for the rest of the festival, (we) will be

on

Te

“ala aiamnma

a PP

Aner

ih

ener ree

ene cnet

maker
ssnimator Dean Seite
eens Peter
will screen his most recent work, “Just VisitPlanet,”
at 8:15 at the Minor.

Heese
an
there,
oases to West
music scene and
ments of the rock

oon
2
sgh es
gaan

“Christmas for me was to go to a

concert at

and then

co-dectors Kavi

Festival

of 14 stuclass
and Mark Wil
.
They
festival
year’s
dents, viewed 141 ane to this
ener
¢
Taeiaee
eee
ee
a ma
Videos,
judges.
festival
the
for
in the festival, were eliminated from this year’s

“Faces includ

Jonas Mekas, Kenneth

le past

festival
fes'

tal film, narrative, scienation

_

experimen

-

documentary— as

well as some new categories created at the last minute by
and
the
’tUp’
le now have the ‘T’ve Fallen and I CanGet
Award, the Paviov’s Dog Award,” Denton said.

According to the festival program, the Paviov’s Dog

”
entry
Award will go to the festival’s most “stimulating
Because of the number of experimental films entered

cingina Tokyo performance hall and

eery dance stylings.

Ohno has since performed in one other work by
Sempel, “Dandy,” released prior to “Just Visiting This
Planet.” Other performers include
und musi-

cians Nina

Nick Cave, as wellas

Bargeld of

industrial rock
Einsturzende Neubauten.
The remainder of the festival will include a screening

th

Nerve”
ee atete

eees S

oaioan feminist

Schedule

Wednesday
Screening of festival judge Peter Sempel's
latest work, ‘Just Visiting This Planet”
Thureday
Showcase of feminist filmmaker Barbara
Hammer's films, plus general screening
Friday
Judges’ Choice Night
Saturda
People’s Choice Night
All screenings at the Minor Theater, 8:15 p.m.

17
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‘Cradle’ rocks audiences with spine-chilling drama
Now,

Q “The Hand That

on how

it’s

handled, this story could be a

Rocks The Cradle,”
is now playing at the

real screamer, or it could deinto another run-ofmill slasher flick. Fortu-

Minor Theater in
Arcata.

sure a movie like this gives the

viewer, and he’s assembled an

outstanding cast to capitalize
on that potential.

EDITOR
IN CHIEF

The movie is anchored
on the

We human beings, especially

rivalry between the twowomen,

those of us who love movies, are

a strange lot.
Take, for example, the whole
idea behind going to see thrillers. We go sit in a dark theater
for a couple hours, expecting to
be made uncomfortable, to

wa
n
pre ieee sem
ae
li
a vicious collision course.
Sciorra is both a’
and

watchich a

real heartwrencher.

mom,

afew paopte get tiled _—

and then pad

And DeMornay
is fantastic in
the crazed-nanny role, playing

-

Disney’s “The Hand That
Rocks the Cradle” is a perfect
example of this. The movie
es from one eerie, fingernails-on-chalkboard situation to
another. The breakneck pace allows the viewer
no time to recover from one disturbing
scene
before the next one hits.
The movie, which plays at the
Minor Theater in Arcata, certainly isn’t “Gone With the
Wind”
or “Gandhi.” But it is a
disarmingly effective example of
the —
ee —ifa
little silly —
er genre. And
as a big fan of these movies, I
loved it.

it for both chills and laughs, but
always in the
right places. (Her
steely bi
_"

tor.

PHOTO COURTESY
OF MATTHEW MCVAY

Clair Bartel (Annabelle Sciorra, right) is a busy wife, mother and career woman whose family Is

innocently placed in grave jeopardy when she befriends Peyton Flanders (Rebecca DeMornay),
a seemingly perfect mother's helper. Before Claire figures out that Peyton comes complete with
a chilling agenda, It may be too late to save the family in “The Hand That Rocks The Cradie.”

“Cradle” doesn’tstartout with
a bang, = shudder. Clair, a

pregnant and happily

married

mom played by Annabella
Sciorra, visits her new gynecolo-

ing.

Sidelines Sports Bar
the

on the pans,

bf

i.

gist, Dr. Mott. After sending his
nurse outon an errand, the good
doctor proceeds to examine
Clair’s breasts with an enthusiasm that makes the patient, and
the audience, very uneasy. By
the time he lasciviously pullso
his rubber
glove and gives her a
vaginal
, we're all squirm-

the

"Fat sjust thebeginning. Clair
= a caine Ne
nst Dr.
tt,

prom

suicide. The —

Happy
M- Th
Friday

Bud or Henry's --Anchor Steam
or Steelhead

pregnant as
news rather badly
ugly miscarriage
on the screen

How
5 - 8

wife, who is

, receives the
and suffersan
— right there
in glorious

Technicolor.
And thisisall in the

first 10 minutes.
Six months later Clair and her
rich husband (Matt McCoy) are
loo!
for a live-in nanny to
help out with the newborn and
their 5daughter, Emma

(Madeline

Zima).

fRebecen DeMorvay)

re ap-

DeMornay), who arrives with few references but a
great rapport with Emma.
Little do they know, but ol’
Peyton is the wily widow of Dr.
Mott, and, boy, does she have a
“- on her shoulder. Played
with blood-curdling gusto by
DeMornay, Peyton soon unravels Clair’s comfortable world at
the seams.

stare, by the
paralyzea Termina-

The supporting
cast is ex

tional as well. McCoy is affable
as the loyal husband, but he’s
easily u
by Zima, the
beautiful
little waif who plays
Emma.
Ernie Hudson is wonderful
as a mentally impaired repairman who
caught up in
Peyton's when a ale Foe
her
Clair’s baby.
And Juliane Moore is brash and

sexy as Marlene, a hard-nosed
family friend who catches
onto
Peyton too soon for her own
Sure, this movie is cheap entertainment, and it often demands a complete relinquish-

ment of good sense. But “The
Hand That Rocks the Cradle”

does exactly whata good thriller
should: mr panama > posit
twists and turns
us with creepy
= manipulations, and never

ets go.

p.m.

4-9 ca
75¢

$1.50

pitcher
$3.25

$1.25

$2.25

$5.25

pint

Kamakazi or Peppermint Schnapps

$1.25 a shot

“Great food and lots of iti”
Casual Dining or Take-out
ost E Street
445-0100

75

ctass $2.50 Pitcher

Peppermint Schnapps $1/sh

CS

Humboldt’s First

Smoke-Free Restaurant
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Creative Phish brings new meaning to dance music
bring its fiercely unconventional

aiseteeepcke

Acres

These days dance music isn’t

thou

Phish, a hard-rock-jazz-fusion
band from
Vermont,

es itself on its cre-

ativity
spontaneity.
The four-member band will

music to Eureka’s Redwood

s on April 21.

The show marks the third
Phish
ce on the North
Coast, this time
in support of its
first major label release, on
Elektra
rds, “A Picture of
Nectar.”

Eight years ago, Phish came
when they were unhapy studying at the University

of Vermont.
“Their music d
t was
geared toward creating music
teachers rather than musicians,”
said Trey Anastasio,
the band’s
guitarist and vocalist. He was
taughtjazzcomposition
by a neoclassical com
, which has
given him a richly-layered musical a
ch.
In
the meantime, Anastasio
had hooked up with bassist
Mike

Queen Ida's music serves up
spicy Cajun taste of the bayou
Or Rae

Ruonety

mances

spread

like wildfire,

aided by the many live tapes
fans made and traded. Even unsigned to a record company,
Phish completed
_,
two
national &
tours which they
booked them-

pct

practi

hundeeds
of
hours to make
the live show really powerful,”
Anastasio said.
“A lot of other rock
shows are so formulated.There’s no risk. You have
the
encers, the lights going
on at the right time, the set list.
“But to see a band go on stage
... Not knowing what they are
going to play, there’s something
exciting about that,” he said.
The album is a virtuoso amalgam that ranges from the
straightforward, instantly contagious rock ‘n’ roll of “Chalk
Dust Torture,” to the spectacu-

vacation, try the

A journey to Arcata will bring

you into the heart of the Louisiana bayou — minus the alligators.

Queen Ida and the Bon Temps
Zydeco Band will be in town to

give the North Coast a taste
of a
cy musical stew sure to transform the redwoods into Cajun

swampland.

Be prepared to dance: Queen

Ida is backed up by fiddle, tri, guitar, washboard, bass

Se

Fishman and started jamming
around campus. Shortly afterward, the band was persuaded
to transfer to Goddard College,
where it teamed up with
keyboardist Page McConnell.,
who
introduced the band to
jazz standards.
Word of mouth about the
band’s infamous. live perfor-

e

*

If New Orleans is too far for a

re

Gordonand drummer Jon “Fish”

atien tatoos owndoves

lar live-in-the-studio improvisaof “Tweezer.”
tional jam
The lyrics of “Chalk Dust Torture,” written by lyricist/collaborator Tom Marshall, gives
one the feeling of being trapped
in school:
“But who can unlearn all the
facts that I’ve learned
As I sat in their chairs and my
s
burned
And the torture of chalk dust
collects on my tongue...”
It is Phish’s subversive aim to
sneak more complex music into
the ears of the seemingly
unreceptive.

“People’s at-

ore SRS

By
Kushnir
Tedd

tention

spans

and ability to
listen are being
systematically
lowered by tele-

vision,”
Anastasio said.
“Kids in high
scho
are notol
encouraged to listen to classical. They're scared of the sound
of an orchestra. Serious music
isn’t ‘cool.’”
“y

“But you can come see us live

—and dance around to the beat,
if you want. We're also presenting something to the people who
wantmore substance,” hestated.
Showtime is 8 p.m.Tickets are
$10 in advance and $12 at the

door. For more information call

839-5173.

to
sound of zydeco.

Queen Ida’s 63-year-old voice
is as thick as Louisiana quicksand, and she coaxes an amazing variety of sounds from her
button accordion, an integral
of zydeco music.
An article in Vancouver Peak
called Queen Ida’s voice, “deep,

gritty and sweet with a punchy
resonance that reaches to the

back
of the hall ... The effectis
overpowering.”
Ida Guillory grew up in the
Louisiana countryside around

Lake Charles,
where she worked

on her father’s rice farm. After
she moved to San Francisco in
the 1940s, she began making
appearances at Bay Area Cajun

dances where she picked up the
name “Queen Ida.”

Ida has been described

as a “funky musical earth
mother,”
she is an expert
Cajun cook with a book of Louisiana recipes called “Cookin’
with the Queen.”

20 oz. TRIPLE-BY-PASS

$3.00

$2.00

Queen ida will bring her funky zydeco beat to the Brewery
Tuesday at 8:30 p.m.
The Brewery will be hotter
But zydeco is a little bit more

ecumenical and dynamic, with
more tolerance than Cajun for
innovation
and whatever sounds
good.”

Margaritas ¢ Pina Coladas
Strawberry Daiquiris * Hurricanes
Watermelon Freezes * Nutty Monkeys

than the summer sun on the
Mi:
River this Tuesday.

Theshowstarts at :30 p.m. Tickets are $13.

The book contains recipes

handed down from generations
of Louisiana Creoles, includ
Queen Ida’s mother,
who wo
feed 30 workers a day on the
family’s rice farm.

eed, zydeco is much like

the food of the bayou: rich, flavorful and heavy enough on the

red pepper to make the eyes
water or the legs move unconZyd mem
e poet,
Cajun,

eco isa conglomeration

music.
A rare and

Rod and the I- Deals
and Wicked Horizon. A benifit for local A.F.S.

aa

foreign exchange students.

SH5o

blues, country, rhythm
blues and Texas swing, but
there is no adequate way to describe the raw energy of genuine

A Denver Post article defined
as

“from
the same

basic heritage as Cajun music.
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Q HSU's chapter of

NORML will sponsor

ke the
tomaL
es M
strivR
“NO

a show for the
second annual
hemp fest.

public

alternative

By

smoking only,”

aware

the

of
uses

of

marijuana and debunk

the

myth that marijuana Is for

Peter Narensk

LUUMBERJACK STAFF

JOSHUA ZINN
resource major
natural
HSU

Peter Tosh said “legalize it,”

Bob Dylan urged “everybody
must get stoned” and this Friday the decriminalization of
will be the focus of a
marij
concert at the Arcata Community Center.

NE

(aR

crunching metal, with Scott
g
the bottomAnderson filoutlin
end of the group’s sound with

In an effort to raise a
> quick and creative bass lines.
its second annual Hemp
nal
Natio
the
Neil Franklin is the band’s
of
er
the HSU chapt
of
m
Refor
posing seabeyn2 o
Organization for the
and lightenwill
complex r!
Marijuana Laws (NORML),
ing-fast rolls texture Kai Kin’s
sponsor the event.
show
sound into something not easily
Kai Kinwill headlinethe
rock
gy
-ener
categorized into the traditional
super
with some
d
-base
genres of today’s popular mumusic. The Sacramento
sic.
band has a sound rarely found
," contains
“Rhythm of
in today’s homogeneous mix of
a full range of rock styles-from
predictable tunes.
ding,
recor
the mosh-pit thrash of “Road
latest
The group’s
a
res
’ Runner,” to the flute-ladden
“Rhythm of Strange,” featu
funk of “Obscene Jester.”
four-man, precision-tuned rock
Smith is Kai Kin’s only lyricist
‘n’ roll machine that doesn’t fail
althe
on
ere
vocalist. He sounds like a
and
anywh
r
to delive
ation of pene tenn we
combin
bum.
of
k
attac
and Robert Plantin their primes,
The dual guitar
and inabroader sense, Kai Kinis
Sherman Loper and Gene Smith
gives Kai Kln a solid wall of a ‘90s version of a Led Zeppelin-

Black Sabbath hybrid, with a
in.
little Motorhead
natu
HSU
an
Zinn,
Joshua

resources major, coordinated
Friday's show and will bring

nine more bands to the center, at
1301 D St., over the next two

months. Proceeds will benefit

NORML and

its goals.

“NORML strives to make the

public aware of the alternative
uses of marijuana and debunk
the ”
ae

is for

that marij

Zinn

only,”

said.

also supports legisla“NO
tion to legalize marijuana for

medical uses.”

“I'm bringing quality music
to Arcata. There
witha
at each show
will be a
and NORML will provide ice
cream, burritos and baked
s. This is a community
event,” he said.

Class I (a
is lisasted

dangerous substance with no
known medical value) by the
federal government, but some
in the medical community dis-

agree. —
“Marijuana has been shown
particuand effective,
to be

larly for nausea in people bein

treated for cancer, AIDS an
other serious illnesses,’stated a

pamphlet

San
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ROUND TRIP

Some Restrictions Apply
AND EVERYWHERE ELSE!
« LOW COST ONE-WAY
FARES TOO!
e EURAIL PASSES / |.D.
CARDS ISSUED ON
THE SPOT

Imported Beer * $1.75

{

Well Drinks ¢ $1.50
75¢ off food items

:

Check out our new Menu
Open

Pe

6 nights

a week (closed Sundays)

eaten serving until 11p.m.

All ages welcome
no smoking please

FROM

a
S$

LONDON
569”
PARIS
595”
FRANKFURTS95®
VIENNA
629”
TAHITI
598”
BALI
910°

Draft Beer * 75¢
Domestic Beer * $1.25

(

tne

.

415) 391-8407
O6 LEARY ST. #702
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94108
Gig 841-1037
TTUCK

Be

(CA rok

GRAPHIC BY MIKI POTTER

Francisco’s Center for AIDS Pre-

vention Studies.

Forty eight percent of cancer
specialists recommend marias medicine, according to
al Oncology.
of Clinical
theJourn

Paul “Tex” Butterfield, 26, a
political science
rand Arcata City Council candidate, will

speak at Friday's concert.
“I support decriminalization
of marijuana. I’m tired of seeing
pot smokers go to jail. We can
spend our tax dollars in a better
ay
Butterfield said.
ay’s show starts at 9 p.m.

Tickets are $5. For more information call 826-7204.

ya ey aT Music

Calendar

... Every Mon., Tue. & Wed.
Karoke Music- “Be a Sfar”
Nighily prizes!

—>

Dance contest

Thursday with

“Hot lee

; Most Excellent Rock &

ee

Show!

SAI. 2 4/18-__ Hot ice | Productions

|___ SAT. « 4/26Meet
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Action-hungry audience dives for Danish
es wall

ttheshowthe
ers where crowded
by the

ofc

ay tied fo ge

on stage to

stage

dance.
Atonepointboth
Oe

=e

a

dive or

stood
crowd

Sarennes little
0:40 p.m. and instantly

atk:

odtendrenad

sae

album.

“Underwater,” a new song,
had a real heavy, bassy sound
that seemed to

Pee

wer the

In fact, many times
ghout the show Ritter and
s vocals were drowned

out by the band’s music.

Seager
also

played
the harmonica
on “Underwater.”
Ritter
and

Seager
both

pulled

double

duty

throughout the
show b
bot

singing
and

with itsapp

of two

sling an Josie

guitars, the heavy bass

and the big
webs with
the power of Ritter and Seager
giving it all they’ve
“Weeping Tree” (Ritter on accordion) showed a softer side to
the band, but the pit didn’t seem
to notice. They continued tojjump

around and smash the —
who were pinned to the front of
the stage.

During “Weeping Tree” Dave
lost sound when his guitar
had to be replaced, but he
itback justin time for “Gotcha
overed”, a riff-laden song that
is sure to be a big hit.
“Beat Me Up”, from the album “Circa”, had a funky drum
intro and started up with a slow,

os

the crowd ad forearms

open hands for taking stage

dives or

to ride aroundon

top of the pit, and then took stage

dives themselves.
“It was ridiculous.”

I have
and ie
said afterward. “Jul

been hit in the teeth by mikes

heavy Boot.
aigeby
ce
fec
“It’s intinidating (to

have
people;
around onstage)
rmance sufand I felt our
I
fered because of it. want peo to have a good time, but I
want them to appreciate the
music too,” she said.
“I thin
the k
band plays wellon
small stages,” said guitarist
Louis Gutulerrez. “But for one
moment I was just incensed. If
Julie or Gretchen got hit in the
mouth... (teeth)don’ t grow back.
It’s just not worth it.”
Mary’s Danish played 16
songs in all before the encore.

eaten

core, which Ritter said was go-

pomp,

Endo

Rent 2 months,

PTT ONEAL
hr

elebrations

siete
4s

ev)

el

aS

TRISH

Pi Fn ELS

Fed

clk

At GA

a And““QUEEN
IDA
Her Zydeco
Bon Temps
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COUNTRY MUSIC

NIGHT
With 3 Bands!!!

IN

ROADVIASTE

SMALL

RS

FISH

Ht

VIBOL

CAL

YPSNSO

DI
BAND

856 10th ArcataCa. 826-BREWE:
ee

get 3rd month
FREE!

off

favorites “Can I Have a Smoke,
Dude?” and “What To Do.”

Hlaveda

SOUTH G PANFSIORACE summer specia

sor

“Bombshell”, which is from the
most recent album, and the old

Ritter

Julle Ritter (left) and Gretchen Seager share the
during thelr new song “Underwater.”
microphone

California

consisted

“Eee sebie

instru-

PHILIP PRIOMORE-BROWN
THE LUMBERJACK

Northern Calo

Northern

hing tna

playing
ments.

yl

aean

ed

didn’t seem i

The crowd had been —e
but with the
tive up to this point,
next songs, “Killjoy” and
pit decided
“Heliflower,” the
that it wanted to share the stage
with the band. There were conke oe
are aes ek

eo

re bi
ee
‘
iidePeDectdlievesied ots
reason cer tng
a to play
new songs
before

bourine.

this song.
and
While
sang ‘if you want
to beat some one up tonight,
don’t beat me up ... ” security
ds shoved and pushed

ee

ter in Redway.

opened
up with
There
Had a Bar”

ne, “We wale! about
the set short becausewe
didn’t want to bore the crowd.

ee

s Danish came to play
at the Mateel Commu-

nfortunately, the oo

pee

Gretchen
oe Mey

Frontealy,
the
pit
worse during

A

7

diwiecetimclptorced

“It’s funny,” said guitarist

Detkd

ee

Friday

eel

an accordion, the keys and maracas. Seager
added a harmonica and a tam-

ee.

ee

—

jumped into action. The pi

|
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Wodnsotey,
Apel 8, 1608
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Free Canoe

a

ae

22

& Kayak
Demonstrations!

YOU CAN CANOE! DAYS

more than 20 Models!

dventurestLdae

The Colony
\ffordable

Living

With

No

Sunday, April 12th from
10am - 2pm at foot of L
Street on Humboldt Bay
in Fureka, Test ride

Oy

ne

nm

Costs

Amenities:
The amenities you can enjoy are:
ofereons omputer Labs
ing Labs « Cable TV
° Racal Room ¢ Bus Stop to HSU
e Ample Parking

Please Note:
¢ No extra charge, for gas, electricity,
water or trash
¢ No extra charge for off street parking
(one space guaranteed per student)
¢ No extra charge for cable TV
ae
(Security

Ta
Deposit

— Month te hee $250 / Mo.
— Semester Guaranteed $235 / Mo.
— Fall & Spring Semesters Guaranteed $220 / Mo.
— Reduced Summer Rates (June — July only)

455

Union

St.

\rcata

he

1563 G Street » Northtown Arcata « 826-0851
Pare

822-1909

© Patagonia,
Inc. 1992

Photo: NICOLAS BROWN
Patagonia is a registered trademark of Patagonia, Inc.
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SPORTS
It’s Spring Break: What to do?
Tot
not beth place to
to
experthol-laden

Fern Canyon

duadlidtect teshiced wets:
break havens, but out-of-area
students
staying in Humboldt

beauty under spring sun and offers
a variety of outdoor activities
for
everyone
from the rugged back-

Patricks Point @&

Ganillly type to the tind car-

Moonstone

camper
If you've never been out and
about in the county, here
are some
ten

Day t hiking

Orleans : (96>

ap

Stone Lagoon
Big Lagoon

the time.
t County
shows its true

Wile

7)

,

Freshwater Lagoon

wallow in visions of Mazatlan
beaches or the desert of Palm
Springs to

)

hh

County for spring break need not

29

Conan

if

N

Fer Can
Stateaa

SSeinia ad tatantes north from

A Center Activities
ties program

coordinator Dave Nakamura calls it the
“classic take-your-folks-to-see-thecountry hike.” If you only take one

es Aiatalis the community forest,
ii
this is the one.
Trinity
wi,
See)
Alps still covered with snow, most

O15

Eureka

end
locals recomm
staying
close to

the coast.
Try King Range National Conser-

,. Mad River

Pacific Ocean

vation Area in southern Humboldt

want
se,
County; unless, of couryou
to go snow camping.
= wcenrying
eau
doesn’t sound
—

*

a. veention, load up the car with

>
Sscw.

and head to

—

east of
hour t
abanou

Saami

Fortuna

Van Duzen River

x

:
Sa

Willow Creek is

C8)

known by locals as the place to go
for sunshine
20 to 30
oftenres
atu
Temperare
Arcata. Stopby
her
n than
hig
Bebe shoppi
ask for
ter
Cenand
Rock
or Camp

—— They may not have
ie
—
a Half Dome or El
tone
Moons
Beach
Poet are theloel het 9p:
ty
Plen
of small
rocks
tone a
Moonsng
make ri
boulde

RS

10

great place to get a feel for the sport

without having to cling to 50 feet of
vertical rock.
r
¢ River sports — Whetheyou
raft, kayak or just like to be near
water, the major rivers in

—

t County are all flowing

— Big Lagoon and

ve Water

iy
Pondcka Pala
apne. twat

°

their

ne

mone

terete

Por those with salt in

rockssare
and ie
the jett

peodearing ting cod andl bine®
jigs
and bait.
snappe
on rru

fp

ee
miles

Eel River

\

& gone Range Nat'l
XS even Area

al

oe

GoD
Y

is Rey
“¥

Terao RESEARCH! gy LANCE WELLBAUM

\

A

i
x: @ Garberville

Ss “I

bi

Those with boats can do battle with
ksBay. (Please don’t
in Arcata
shar
chum near the crew team.)
Freshwater Lagoon is yielding

outsideof Bend, Ore., isn’t quite in
apa Rumor has it that using
Hy phiet.
six-hour
Humboldt County (abaout
tor keeping small fish will get
known for
drive), but it’s
ye One a
— The seasonis having some of the best spring
hunting

Lagoon le giving 0 Oot coche
Stone Lagoon is chock full of trophy
cutthroats, but check the new
s
& Game
Fishon
in theti
regula

found throughout the county, but
the best places to bag them are in
the Garberville area.

rainbow and cutthroat trout, and Big

gs

May 3.

oe

can be

just
© Skiing — Mount Bachelor,

pt

oe? cries

annual equipment testing
if it’s good
pee
for them, well, what are you

waiting for?
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They do more before 6 a.m.
than most people do all day

Women’s crew:

Oy Feup Prtamere- Brow

A

s the sun’s rt “ye
8
e to
brea

three e

the fog on

Arcata Bay, 15 tired, groggy
csuaiinhintte tasGb kernbene
down
to the water.
The rowerson the Humboldt
Women’s

Crew

team

wrench

themselves
out of bed and areon

the water by 5:30 a.m., when
aoe

Their workout
with a
warm-up row at a
,
and then goes into soteate oud

form drills to improve their per-

formance.
At any time
the fog may sud-

denly become too thick to see
ae eek 6 Se ee
eS

the boat, a dangerous
situation
with commercial and recreational fishing boats traveling
the same water.
however,
does not signal
the end of the team’s morning.
The members
y find their
way back to the dock, heave their
boats back out of the water and
wash them free of the salt water.
After
the boats
the real

womengo into
om a push-ups, sit-ups and
Meet acahate

ment,” Coach Jeff Strayer said,

wai
the rowers.
This routine is not for every-

one. Strayer said the team began

in the fall with 42 members. It
has since thinned to only 15.
“At Pa
tell
u not
you are
to
luca Robin
mabe i,” si

uate stu-f
sent “I looked around and said
‘I know I'll be here.”
“Crew is like a disease. You
either love it or you hate it,” she
said. “Rowing
is something you
can alwaysimproveso you keep
coming back.

are gluttons
for punish-

See Rowing, page25

Tracy Nasca applies full pressure as she sets the stroke.

Nikki Tobey (left) and Heather Beal pull through a set during a Saturday moming workout on

Arcata Bay. The women practice twice a day and are on the water at 5:30 a.m. most week days.

Correcthons/

Bring in your Paul Mitchell bottles for refills
Save $1 on each bottle

Campu

S
vwts822-8403

SUPEOROLenen@rer
pe raret|

In the April 1 issue, Lee
oe
mistakenly re-

t Robin
lab
octor of the HSU Hacer Po
formance Lab, “started three
Aes Sap a6 © SASQUNTNE

Located in the University Center
a

In reality , she was enrolledin

oe did not get paid at

HERG
DIET Eake)
21

Seed

Or maaan

Only
S439."

Come in with this

coupon

$2 Off

Firet

Halrouwt

pril

1.

tonight,at6p.m.,

at the E
lan forthe seventh
annual Celebrity Dinner and
Sports Auction.
Money raised Sean
Dinner and Sports Auction
be used to help support the HSU
Athletic
Last year
over
wasraised,and
was

used to help pay for food and
of student-athletes
and
recruitment
for all sports.

25
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Chico sports on the block, may get axed
eee

football
game of next

season will go
Chico eradicates

eo
program.

HSU and Chico have been
in the “battle for the ax,” in
which the
team takes
the ax
homeand paints
school color. Since
Wren oe tt
with Chico, the

see

ee

Vente
ba 2 pote or ncemse

SPORTS EDITOR

HSU’s

See
a
Cc

and the state does not

an across-

Football would be the first sport to go
because it is the most
Se

He aaa

Complex and is

ae

tradition,” said Fred

football coach. “It
when
I was a

was certainly nde,

student playing
It was somewe ced caine to. Playing
eae
tion and Fd hate to lose that.
Athletic
co Rr haute

as expected,

state cuts

CSU Chico President Robin Wilson seid
at Thursday's Academic Senate meet-

The universitymay have
to cut $4

from
its overall budget, said Bob
Pentzer, Chico’s public information offi-

cer.

Pentzer said there are two basic plans

under consideration:

t fee increase

e If there is a 25

and thestatemandatesaSpercentacross-

ousHSUwo ssounne
thingy”omena
eid
usesa
different proce“Let

ve, Com-

ctsarenocesnry

of the
grams, be aad

page 24

that the

to cut

to cut

oe Coes

and we do con-

ee Lot omerttene
aed
payed
wn the state.crore whe

football have done great in the workforce
"

show su
year

Oe
ar

the team’slastregatta, in Sacramento,
went well. Strayer said

the team took four first-place

finishes, one second and a
;
HSU raced
teams from
UC Davis,
Berkeley, UC
Santa Barbara
and the Uni

a
eee
ae to keep the
ae nae
far deeper
cog

winning or

vide here.”
If HSU football
cut, Whitmire
said
he “has no idea what he would do.”

leave the conference for one that allows

t sign of imas a dangerous
nouncemen

“When all is said and done I hope the

In an anda

move, UC Davis may

g
NCAC Division
vin
the
lea
scho!
also
State
Chico
If
Il with five teams.

leaves, the division will have only four
teams: HSU, CSU Hayward, San Francisco State and Sonoma State.
of schools will make
The small number

fill out 10-game schedto ms
ithard for tea

ules.
“We need six teams for a viable conference,” Whitmire said. “We would need

to entice other people to join the confer-

e at other alternatives. I don’t
or look
enc
know what those would be.”

community around Chico will encour-

pending athletic program cats houldn’t

they a wearingon the race,

aed.

for the team,” the secondsaid. “Chico has influenced

an- nity and the conference.
at HSU who see Wilson's

cows Geeas ba
te

tent a - positive role for

Soeien

they could
us, and if people would rallly they

NORTHTOWN Fe

Then aboatraces,therowers | To place a classifiedAd, | [iM tars-xmus MAUS

” said Spanish sophomore

te wal. “The pro

losing the gave

“Chico's
the only school I know
of that
supports the team whether it wins or
loses. Humboldt is nowhere near that.
I’m just hoping Humboldt doesn’t drop
its
.

ence.”
“I don’t think
should
their
* said Keishawn Hodge taHSU
cornerback who red-shirted last season.

cas

ee

them to be a very important aspect
of the total educational
program we pro-

“If the administration
told me I was cut
by so much I’d have to evaluate the program and adjust, but would only do that
when
they start,” Whitmire said. “Itry to
be as
stic but realistic
as I can.”
If
Chico cancels its football program, it would have drastic effects on
other football teams
in the NCAC.
“Ithurts athletes in
” Whitmire
said. “Chico has had a football program
for 55 years. I'd hate to see them lose
so important to the commu-

literally bet the shirts off their

ee

Na

hen othr $00-

e would not

sports is
under co
eration, not
caved te aa
“You
a university to have
certain
thletics)
is one of them,”
said Dan Pambianco, HSU sports information director. “It makes me worry. It
affects
so many people. It affects
the students and people throughout
the confer-

ren
ween

°

tet

oy

Rowing
Continued from
fect days. eter

it’

Lindemenn said. “Athletics we bored

8

Amy

off

pos to weigh the merits of

For55

ax resides in

worry too much, Athletic Director Chuck
Lindemenn said.

bettheteam shirts

Ga NSOUN DIN give up thet?

eee

elson

a

New

Oe

$5 for 25 words

in first, the sheer pleasure of rac-

(Ask

ing

a
“Ses
morning,”
when it’s
re on

to the rowers.
to getup at 5 every
Burge eid. “But
racing season and
the line with your

Virenaline pumping, it’s all
worth it.”

SCREENPRINTING

for

discounts!)

SKETCHBOOKS

student

for Printmakers. . .

made USA 22' x 30°
Lemox: Machine

1°

Basingwerk: Mschine
made, England 26*
x 40°

1”

22" x 30°
Copperplate: Mould made Gennany,

2”

Mulberry: Handmade Kozo/sulphite, Japan, 27° roll 2°°/ft.
Rives

BFK:

Mould made, France, 22° x 30°

issue are a iy Soon
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—Cream/3™

Black/3?? = White/2
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Hours: Mon.- Sat.
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‘
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F
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‘lorr your size,
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737 G STREET
ARCATA, CA

822-2911
if

K

‘Dickerson does
it again
Relays with a heave of 52
feet,6 1/2 inches.
Dickerson, who has also broken the school discus record,
ecli
the mark of 52-3 1/2 set

Weight room to

Hall of Famer Bill Hook

in 1964.

100 meters in 10.65 seconds,

to victory in 9th
The

Tomato Heads, Black Sox, Fog Heads,
“
Chelsea
.

HSU

women’s

softball

team rallied for four runs in the
bottom of the ninth to defeat

Mission Impossible, Foul Play, Pancake
Batters, Lasers
Friday —
Deacon Blue, Y.E.S., Grads

S PRPL

Sunday
Little Debbies, Red-eyed Stider Pilots,
trings, Ken Kurlack, Road Kills, All

cificCoast
Tournament
for the national rugby championship. If the team wins it wil

play the victor of the Oregon

State /San Diego State match-up
Saturday.

two teams are compet-

ing nationally, with four separate tournaments being played
in different
of the nation.
HSU, witha
record of

6-2-1, qualified for the

when
it pounded Chico 26-3 two
weeks ago.
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Friday & Saturday
April 10 & 11
This weeks Headliner...
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Mokers II, Eric Hart, Ren & the Stimpies,
Reefer Rollers, Bushmasters, The Chemists
‘B’ Soccer

Go

Micheal Booker

08 08 08

Team Keystone, Wasabi, Themselves,

Opening Act: Edie Matthews 4

58 28 58

06 08

Nimrod Hellions, Orbits, Y. L., Winsome,
Couch Potatoes

8 oO 58 06 68

Redwood

‘B’ Volleyball
Hassel

Mad River Saloon & Eatery
Show starts at 10 p.m.
Reservations Accepted

$5.00 cover c
21 and over
« 822-1050

168

Free, Ketones, Ken Thrift, S. Smith, TKE,
Shark Bait, Jeff Smith, Jammers, Free

re

PS PL Pa

Agent
‘A’ Volleyball
I.D.S.F., Levin Nason, Cnocostempies,
Proctocephelus, Physical Ed. Heads,
Vipers, Fillabongs, Liners, Paul
Hasselquist, Slam Fest, Wannabes, Free

be

be

be

be

be Pe

be

bee

Pe

eee

po ee)

Agents

‘AA’ Vol
I
Road Kills, Team
Solo, Kamakazis,
Outtakes, yy tr Sees, Eas Night Ou

Don Miller, Benavides, Eddie Diehl,
Carol Miller, Krista Bradley, AaronJones
Racquetball B
David, Tina

Weis
en’s Sindee
es- Jet ieag ieee
st
James Goode 2nd

bd

»

nl ol

‘AA’ Soccer

1st
Q32

GENUINE
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Warriors, Hawgs, Mike Goddard, Launchers

Women's- _ still to be determined

bo.

ee

Plan B, Egg Salad
6 ft & Under Basketball
NBA All Stars, Just Ice, Ramblers, Jokers,

Men’s Doubles- eo,

playoffs

ee

Out of Humboldt Co., Facul

All-Stars, Pteraspids, Mike Goddard,

Outtakes, Silver Bullets, EMOG,

in the Pa-

ee

‘B’ Basketball

Gym Rats, Sloths, Idiots, Jokers, L.A.

e = Avengers,

play
Cal Poly

U

*

eee

‘A’ Basketball
Buckeyes, X-Factor, Alpha Flight

Sirens, Los Bagels
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Not 3 Times, Great 8, Tomas,
Eight is Enough

Blue ue W: Waves,hal

SLO Friday

Donations or pledges per
pound — of a maximum bench
press — are being solicited by
the first HSU Lift-A-Thon, to be
held in the campus
weight room
Thursday, April
23, at 2 p.m.
“We don’t have money in the
budget, so we're trying to generate our own money,” said
strength and conditioning
coach
Drew Petersen. “We definitely
need to update the
ent.”
He
the Uni
weight

Softball rallies

Rugby goes to
L.A. for tourney
HSU Rugby

raise funds

Sophomore
Damon Island ran

all-time HSU list in the event.

’ —-

Wednesday Softball

ew

20-7, travel to a tournament
hosted by CSU Bakersfield.

which places him second on the

i

Ball Crushers, Team
USA, Devil Dogs,
Schmidtfaced, Floppy Gloves, Master
Blasters

|;

jacks, with an overall record of

at 826-5959.

Be

by

teams for the
Intramural Sports Tournament!
Schtumpy, Purple

conference
record and move into
asecond
tie with UC Davis.
This weekend the Lumber-

t last weekend at the Fresno

OF BEERS,

Monday

Dickerson established
prc
pay gee

BeBe Bet ba Ba De Pe

KING

en wae

ein:

is

See

ORs

ond game, 4-2, to forge a 12-4

dents per year, including interte athletes.
Participants or donors may
contact
or Associate
Athletic Director Tom Trepiak

- BeBe

od
Budweiser

of a doubleheader
turday.
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sets date from the 1960s and are.
used by an estimated 2,750 stu-
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Just how ‘cheap’ should a CSU education be?
he Academic Senate’s

decision not to take a
stand
on the
fee increase is another ex-

ample of refusing to go
the status quo.

and

bly the CSU
the state have fallen

upon hard times, but The

want an education will not
be able to afford one.
Despite how it may appear at HSU, the
tem was not designed so
rich, white, upper-middle
class children could get as

far away as possible from

their mommys and daddys
in Southern California. For
increase is a
ve, fu- thesestudents,
a fee increase
asa phone
tileact which contradicts
the willbeas
Beets on which the calldown south asking fora
is based.
larger check.
feels that a fee

ee

ee

eae,

number of classes offered

Granted, the fee increase
will provide additional
money for financial
aid, but
what about those too
wealthy for financial
aid yet
too poor to pay fora college
education?
Adult re-entry students

and layoffs of permanent

with families and lower-

from
senate
the increase it cnet

tack

of adequate, minimal funding next year will result in

denial of admission
to qualiified students, program cuts,
a drastic reduction in the

faculty
and staff.”
However,

if the fees are

increased there is no ques-

tion many students who

middleclass students are the
people who will suffer from
a fee increase.
Unfortunately, these are

__Liveera@x___
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Robert Grit, edktor

Russ Andereon, Joe Cardenas, Chantal Fairon, Jeanette

Neely, Nen

Lisa Wiliam, editor
Tammy Barak, Todd Kushnir, Chas Mottett, Chérie
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Peter Narensky
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editor
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John Hatcher, editor

Oeseignere: Scott Flodin, Ten Ott, Bob Quick, Steve Webster
Howard Seemena
Agaaer
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of The
rial
content
the edito
Questiens
jac
editor.
to thek
should be directed
Lumber
based onlthe
oria
is written
edit
The
board.
s
editorial
aper'
newsp
the
of
opinion
welcomes submissions for guest
columns. Submissions must be typed and less than
000 words.
Send Letters to the editor and to The Lumberjack,
Nelson Hail East 6. Letters must be received by 5
p.m. Friday, and they must be limited to 250 words.
Please include your name, major, year (or address in
number.)The
ents
and phone
the case of non-stud
Lumberjack reserves the right to edit text for grammar and size requirements.

The Lumberjack
ie published Wednesdays during

Offices
are at NHE

also the same

e who

appearto have little if any

4

ear with either the Board of

Gee

OAD,

LoowT

xnow

I Guess THEY HAO w VOTE- THe

Trustees or our own Academic Senate.

IN SACRAMENTO oR WHEREVER,
ANO

OECIDEO

FEES.

Itis embarrassing
yet
dictable that our own
ate would refuse to go
against the Sacramento
power structure.
The fee increase is analogous with raising
taxes, forcing the lower class to pay for
the budget woes of the na-

uT

TO

SENO THE Mon€éy

RATSE

YOu

THE

Witt

WON'T YOU?

/FL, S.ADSY,

tion.

Let those who can afford
to bail out the CSU pick up
the bill.
students
sets precedent for a dangerous trend that does nothing
to solve a problem that isn’t

RESrAIcTEo
MEMBE

Admie

4
b

weuzenl . Sia!

going to go away.

y

Soon, the CSU will lose its

bragging right of providing

cheap,
ty education for
all and be stuck with a system that is merely cheap.

|_etters to the editor

No visible connection

To clarify

Editor,

Editor,

this campus who worked so hard to make
Rape Awareness
Week a success. Rebecca
Gilbert from the Women’s Center,
Adrienne Wolf-Lockett in the counseling
center, Vice President Buzz Webb and
Randy in Student Affairs, Alli, Peter and
Bob and everyone from No Means No
and the women who participated in the
Survivor's
Walk deserve all of our approbation.
To the men who as yet have not raised
did not
I offer this: Slavery
up their voices
ed freeend when black people d
dom. Lynching, once a sort of national
black people
did notebb because
pastime,
demanded the end to the violence. It was
the voices and the pain and blood of
European-Americans, that minority who
to stand for justice. They
were
y silent, but
could have remained

Abuse Resource Center, I want to thank
you for printing the article on caffeine in
which the author used facts and quotes
from my office. I was happyto serve
as a
resource.
I would like to clarify a minor point,
however. It stated in the article that “caffeine is the third highest addictive drug
on campus behind alcohol... and nicotine.” A word or two was left out of the
sentence. Caffeine is among the three
addictive drugs most used on campus,
the other two being alcohol and nicotine.
Thereare many other drugs that are more
addictive than caffeine.
Again, thanks for the article. If anyone
wants more information, we're located in
Nelson Hall East 103, and our phone
number is 826-5015.
Leona Mendenhall

I would like to thank all the peopleon

chose to

_ Ascoordinatorof the campusSubstance

coordinator, Substance Abuse

and to act for people to

Resource Center

whom they had no visible connection.
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half will be beaten by their

theday-

een,
intimate

part-

ner. We did not believe that sou

“sometimes blacks
senator who said that
0

>
provoke lyn
mange le voi ool 6 hewn
... isethat
surrounding rape. One in thre
our mother, our sister or our partner?
Which one will we allow to be raped
because of our silence? Your choice.

al

Busin

,of this year, I was
Mg
At the beginning

appointed to the Instructionally Related
Activities board as a student representative. I found that faculty members
student
senting a narrow slice of the HSU
body were consistentlyvoting more than
sinto their
70 percent of the student

programs.
A satiate
fund that
HSU
spentforto by all ike
be payed
not is

the Dosed.
graduate, social scence | TRONY: Yee" Corhalfcitson
of the faculty memma

e

itis

re

For instance,

ateEach year
twtrcllagl
te sport,
yeu dary getget
t of all IRA funds.

in

50

the board proviandes
insurmountable advantage. To remedy this

ed
problem I introduc
a simple conflict-

of-int
measure ere
that would st
have al-

lowed all members from voting on pro-

grams that they represented.
I felt this measure would eliminate the
practiceof stacking the board and open
the fund to other interests. The measure
was defeated.
After I exposed the vote, I no longer
received notification of meeting times —
effectively excluding me from participation. understand how tightbudgetsmay
make alternative funding sources more
important, however, Ibelieve that money
set aside to benefit the overall student
body should be prioritized that way.
Until the unfair advantage of being a
board member is eliminated, the $180,
a year will never be spent to the optimum
benefit of those it was intended to serve.
Eric Van Duzer
junior, industrial technology

Incorrigible attack
Editor,
Iam writing to address a letter written
by Bob Ornelas thata
inthe April
1 Lumberjack in which he stated, “Associated Students President
Steve Harmon's
wife works for Simpson’s public relations department ...”
So you may

be better informed, I am

not employed
by Simpson’s public relationsdepartment. Iam not now and never
have been. When I was employed with
Simpson, it wasas timberlands secretary.
I am currently employed with Arcata
Red wood vert — as a secretary. If
Ornelas had
time to look into m
background, he would have known that.
He would also have known that Arcata
Redwood Company doesn’t have a public relations department.
Ornelas’ attack on me is incorrigible. |
resent his insinuation that because of the
cneey with whom I’m employed, I
id give upm sence 8 >. citizen
to be involved
in
emocratic

Rhonda K.

Arcata

See Letters, next page
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Identity crisis
d
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g
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nf
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Ethnic lab
By Cole

Rosado

AG

INS

Political correctness is surfacing as an issue for Chicano
students here at HSU.
The labels of ethnic self-identification for people of
colorare changing aboutas fast as socio-political changes
are taking place in world society. _
The resultis that many whitesareleftina tailspin, not
for fear of offending them
call o
knowing whtoat
itive. Many Latinos
insens
or
and being labeled a racist
also find themselves labeled as “denying
and blacks
to the more polititheir culture” for failure to
cano” or “Latino”
cally correct term, whether it be “
rather than “Hispanic,” or “African-American” rather

oa

ences and national unity.

What is the difference between “H
“Latino?” “Hispanic” identifies people wi
derived from Spain. Whereas
ish heritage, the
more with their Latin Ameri“Latino” identifies people
“New World,”
ee
can herita eae ern

7

or what? Much anger is being expressed at present over
the term “Hispanic.” What's wrong with the label “Hisic"?
Pawell, first of all, people need to do their homework
te terms that were once legitimate, but
before they
insulting.
and
ed as racist, offensive
are now
The term Hispanic was not invented by the S.
vernment, as some students seem to imply in their

v7

a

SAT

x

ha

so

ah

ei

can, or

the harsh, , dry, dry, sun-baked mountains sins and deserts of the Buropean peninsula that
became the nations of Spain and Portugal.

peoplele who

berjack is a vital source of informationto

the students.
especially
afthis could unfairly
A screw-up

mention
nation.

tially affect the rest of the

se, Mr. Johnston, learn from

ism students shows
ted
by journal
conduc
that if the election were held today, HSU
litical science junior Paul “Tex”

The frequently misinformed public
needs us now more than ever to be objective, fair and accurate. re

bent Sam Pennisi.

e sitting members

peg Schaub and Elizabeth Lee lead the
P*This statement scrapes at the very botethics. It
tom of the barrel of
sueied oy cechenerihedk Lisson ‘s:
cnem

em

research class, in which I am

Luther King Jr., for example,
for some time.
the term “black,” but preferred the old
never a
term “Negro.” Did that make him a racist or one who
his culture? No. Decades ago American
was den
with the same probleofm a
to
Indians
their
n,”
over
identity of “India
or Nez Percé,
os
Navaj
,
Yuroks
Sioux,
tribal identity as
etc.

the term Hispanic apart
take t.
To en
One last comm
a lotsof
and define the word as “His-panic,” reveal
canbe done with Chicano,
ignorance. For the same
1, no!” Looks ridiculous,
ng
as “Chica-no,” meani
do our homework before
we
doesn’tit? Let’s make sure
m = on We pe across eee knowlcampus safe for differences.

Rosado, Puerto Rican, is an associate professor of

Caleb

y
at HSU.
sociolog

felt facing the system, how you were
treated unfairl

would act

oe thought

and ae

hy

differentlyw’

you
their position? Remember
came from and if the shoe fits, wear it.

Urquhart

graduate student, social studies

Latta

junior, journalism and business
administration

The shoe fits
Editor,
I have been told that Iam equal. I have

been told that I am not going to be dis-

campus when I

I was walking

ran into a discussion

held on the

Quad. It was titled “Don’t call me His-

panic.
it was great. However, there
I thought
that concerned
were a couple of
me.
They got to the part where
accusing an instructor of
cause he had advised one of
members, who wasa minority

they were
racist bethe panel
student, to

ae sgh

switch majors. a

got up to try and explain that the
students

instructor had advised many students of
different races in a similar manner and
that

were

to assume

Eoen-or
s.
ciety
tions.
posdon
e
eouncl
gg
r
o
f
ra
se
first
for
tied
ates
tially, the candid

I have been told that
criminated
ee
oo one
I Nobis
io big surprise, but onceagain those
around and
power tossed their
been hurt
has
status
student
someone of
in more
those
of
by the inconsistencies

boo, and I heard someone say, “Get him

pees a
and a

Think back to the time when you were
astudent. Remember how powerless you

Thedincnosin
preseaned by hatgroup

enrolled. Our press release clearly states
that the plus or minus 4.4 percent margin
of error in the poll cancelled out an

"The
The decton has arent
Los Angeles
story in the

——

of people was a hypocritical, one-sided

forum. The minute someone had an ex-

planation that differed from the opinions
of the panel, they were insulted and told

cao.
u have to be stupid to believe
I
have ethnic diversity but not
can

diversity of opinion.
es Ms little Saceed

Where’s Oprah?
Editor,

our society

t way, and in the process

fect the outcome of the election, not to

happiness
.
Fool’s Da
See tered tae came as I realized ee
horror of the situation at hand.

eae

the preferred term.
,
not to be so confrontacareful
be
to
But Latinos need
has been acceptable
that
ee
ee
tional, one

most now prefer) or Hispanic, and present a common,

the community,

ee

etc. But when the
Rican, Cuban, Salvadoran,
reference is to more than one ethnic group, as is the case
referer GU, where we have Chicanos, Puerto Ricans,
the appropriate
Cubans, Central and South Americans,
less and less
term is “Latino.” “Hispanic” is becoming

Ricans, communism
Chicanos, colonialism for Puerto
e them from the
entiat
for Cubans) which tend to differ
issues, Latinos are
others. Because of these
often prevented from having the same type of national
unity that African-Americans have around the issue of
color.
are affected collectively by
However, all the
education, employment, povconcerns for
political representation. On these national
erty, and
which transcend ethnic divisions, Latinos are
issues,
under the label of Latinos (as
willing to come

your mistake.
We journalists have suffered lo
born
enough a negative public
from
low ethical
ene

ee

erence is for individual ethnic identity: Chicano,

for
a different set of regional issues (e.g., immigration

PS
ees HRP STEN
ay.
Piri cltisene of Arceta ave under anaand The Lumtional magnifying

this: “A poll
ce
went like
The senten

KN

(those who trace their lineage back to

tahevenn

the Apri 1 1 edition
open
When! fli
for a split
I laughed
of The Lumberjack,
an A)
was
thought
I
what
at
second

Senne

Rl

@

A

),or Puerto Rican, or Cuban, or other
the
Latin American. Each group has a separate history and

ae n,n, Spanish pani ic Pople grew toonce e@ hm wester
ng peor in whose veins course not only the
5
Spanish ancestors, but the blood of the
b
le of Mexico, Central and South America
ancient
— the Mayas, Toltecs, Aztecs, Incas,
and the
Caribs and Tainos; the blood of the Moors and other
le of Africa — the Yorubas, the Mandingas,
black
Efik and the Ekoi; and the blood of the
the
the Ibo,
Indian tribes of the American Southwest — the Pueblos,
the Apaches, the Navajos and the Yaquis. Indeed, the
ps oh padre og the practice of Mestizaje —
biological assimilation of the races.
the

Editor,

ee,

t used the term to
census, when the U.S.
designate what before were called “Spanish-surnamed
persons.” Thus, many Latinos see the term “Hispanic”
on them from outside, and therefore
asa label im
the term with suspicion as a mask for
often
tical manipulation.
as a Hispanic or Latino
rete
ee
t countries. Thus,
from 20
people, only
terms of their individual
A
as ep
Mexior s
,a
American,
n ty
ti
Mexica
en
ido,
ethnicChican

second century before Christ,
panic” dates back to
when, in the year 204 B.C., after Hannibal and the
subdued by Roman General
See
ed “the Hispan
them asifi
us, Romeident
Scipio

April's fools

yf

The term came back into popular usage after the 1960

jack (March 11). The word “His-

¢ Continued from page 32

Indian heritage. Both heritages are
which includes the
important, because without the Spanish heritage there
we area product
people today, since
would beno Latino
mixture.
of mestizaje —
Because Chicanos have historically identified more
with their Indian heritage than their Spaniard one, the
term Latino has become the more acceptable one.
So what is the best way to identify Latinos? First

Y) Oy AW

Whoare the Latinos; are they “Hispanic,” “Chicano”

Letters

.

‘Py

than “black.”

etters to The L

DY;

united front.
Thus, the factors which make for a “situational ethnic
consciousness” are those external to the individual
groups, which affect more than one group’s economic
group
and political survival. Latinos are, thus, the only differin the United States which at once have regional

He got blasted! The crowd started to

out of there!”
whom
and even the mediator,
The
to be objective,
was
I
tion.
refused to hear

amelie! Come

back to earth, guys. We live in a dog-eatout
dog world. There are lots of
there demanding caeantee What
?
makes you any more
butdon’tmake
,
racismis
I

it up where maybe there isn’t any. That
could be racist, but the advice he

gave to that student sure as hell isn’t

"ear

als tin:

more

Pablo the

who

io eeakioets

gave that

Sho

is brown? He must be psychic to know

that people who don’t mind being called
ere
oc
:

Price
JamD.es

freshman, undeclared

Not illegitimate
Editor,
The
pos

1 tonee of The Lambe
”
thar tho ir Ae ite

elections
which relied heavily,

See Letters,
next page
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This Tuesday, do the right thing
IcTOR SCHAUB, ELIZABETH LEE
and Paul “Tex” Butterfield are
The
s choices for
Tuesday’s City Council election.
Three incumbents and five challengers are vying for three seats in a camthat will probably end up with
record amounts of gi fg media
attention (the Los Angeles Times and
CNN, noless) and hopefully voters, for

The Lumberjack makes the following
endorsements for Tuesday’s city election:
CITY COUNCIL (THREE SEATS AVAILABLE)
Paul “Tex” Butterfield
Elizabeth Lee, incumbent
Victor Schaub, incumbent

Arcata.
Even if it isn’t the most acrimonious

s sanctuary hul-

labaloo probably makes it the longest.
best

ts Arcata has been heard

almost without stop. Incumbents
Schaub and Lee and underdog chalButterfield, inour

on, offer

tome

for Arcata? Thousands

0
living in outlying towns and
citles? The businessmen * Fortuna,

amie a wide variety of residents,
including a succession of well-quali-

bly just as well. Unfortunately,
u Blaser is far more visible, running

Eureka and Seattle who have helped
donate money totaling nearly $20,000

to the three candidates? Or does that

sound a little fishy?
ARY

everywhere are in un

ts

ented cri-

sis, Arcata is a model of can-do civic
leadership responsive to its 7

MOORE

HAS

REMAINED

nearly invisible, which, with

developed, advocated and imple-

In a time when local

his stance on the issues, is

gn fueled on an-

a es

cartoonishly divisive tacticsasCCA.

fill Pennisi’s seat? Goforth’s science,

business and environmentalist backand in his public
ground isimpressive,
appearances he articulated some clear

and interesting pro
_ Butterfield’s s

on the spot.
up of voter in-

tion and volunteer work makes her an _ with the measure as written, including
element of the Council.

ly, Victor Schaubdeservestobe

resolve in enduring 15 months as a
_lightni rod forcriticism.Morethana
good ree
vision and savvy to

experiment going steady.

the possibility of out-of-control civil

Lab?

by Jeanette

bothered even a

theirgroundthroughcontroversy,have

the education and far-sightedness to
proposeinnovativeideas,andthecomcity a great place
mitment to keep their
to live.

ernment-funded

housing.

yet no where was the name of our program

ee
Seen
In short, both articles

failed to show

to their campaigns in a
sure could give

place Arcata’s size would be between
nil and very minimal. What's more,
candidates could still raise as much

money as they want, but with a cap of
$100 per donation.

f the rest of ri doors populathe course for

Duck and cover
Tha bie Las

cove

mg

.

'

others. What a

,

bie 3 saat iecaenenets

lam

d

say. le
to see what they
whenhad20 to

enied

the

ous
ce
has dissolved.
Granted, being only three years old, we The Red Mena
ked =r Eee Yas
ae The Lumberjack, _, Yearsago,my wifeandIhaveoftental
Access are not as“
‘92 produced for Arcata Community
about how if Russia became a different ecunnathiatadnadess

Public Affairs Video Production.”
First, to clarify, ACAT does not commis-

sion, conceive or sponsor the

but we work very hard to put on a good
with integrity.
would like to see a change in attitude,

report

some support for a change, from our fellow

of the Tuesday Evening Report — we srea — journaliam students in the Linda
student run.

provides

channel to air our program through Educational Access.

Second, the name of our
Advanced Public Affairs

is not
uction.

(.0015
13,000 to

t of Arcata’s citizens)

ty to view someart ;
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MEASURE M (CAMPAIGN CONTRIBUTIONS)
Yes

Since that time, the question
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of 5
build 250 units, or the equivalent
percent of the city’s total housing units,
of housing for elderly, low-income and
disabled residents.
This $600,000 has come from 20 percent of property tax revenue received
by the Arcata Community Develop. This measuisrefar from
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CLUBS

&

ORGANIZATIONS
MEET U.S. SENATE CANDIDATE

BODDIE-Thursday,

_ RICHARD

April 9th, 2_p.m. Goodwin Forumby the
sponsored
FREE!
Libertarian Club.

THE 100TH MONKEY PROJECT
is a collection of peoples with a
vision and awareness of a world
freeof nuclear war. Tothese ends,
we are working through education
and a campaign for a Comprehensive Test Ban to end underground

nuclear weapons

expio-

sions in Nevada (900+ since 1951).

We meet on Wednesdays @ 7:30

in Forestry 105 or call 822-7005

FOR RENT

OPPORTUNITIES

THE FAIRVIEW REGENCY will
have a few 2 bedroom suites
available June 1, 1992 for oneyear leases. Downtown Arcata
next to Angelo's at 545 H Street.
$462 monthly, unfurnished: $488
monthly, furnished. $200 deposit.
One of Arcata’s nicer, quieter
places. Ask any tenant. Serving
HSU students for 20 years. Call
now. We fill up fast. 822-2146.

STRIKE IT RICH! An open and
government
is worth
a fortune! Vote Emma Young
for
ae President on April 28, 29 and

BUD’S
MINI STORAGE in Arcata:
Students! make reservations now

for summer storage.

Ask about

our student discounts. 822-8511
1180 5th Street. 24 hour access.

All units ground level.

PERSONALS

VEGAN VEGETARIAN CLUB—
Pot luck Wednesdays. 11-1 p.m.,

ON-CAMPUS

Nelson

For more info, call 826-5015.

Hall

119;

letter writing

Fridays. 2-4 p.m., Nelson Hall 116.
Vegans-eat nor wear anything of
animals, avoids products tested
on animals, avoids maple syrup to

avoid cruelty to trees. Also looking
for other Vegans to share apt. in
new Creekview Apts. next
semester. Also forming a Peace

Tax Fund Committee—a bill in
Congress to give the right to the
working people to have all their
taxes go to peaceful purposes and
notthe military. H.R. 1870, S. 659.
Write Orange, 2276 Hemlock Hall,
JGC, Arcata, 95521.
THE MARCHING LUMBERJACKS willbe holding a fundraiser
Thursday, April 9, from 6-9 p.m. at
the Pizza Factory on G Street.
Come have an excellent pizza and
help support a fun loving band.

WANTED
“KNOTS LANDING” FAN
HAS
MISSED
several
episodes

earlier in season;

looking for someone who has
taped it.

Would like to rent/

borrow your tape please. Call
Dave at 764-3262.
MOVING?
Donate good
condition
thrift store items and
clean clothes to Resuabies
Depot.
Non-profit Arcata
Community Recycling Center,
comer 9th & N. St., Arcata.
Open Wed-Sat, 9 a.m.-5 p.m.
Bargain prices!

meme

aS

ACOA

GROUP

Wednesdays at noon, NHE 116.
IN THE NAME OF PROTECTION
some Lumberjack copy editors put
on their prophylactic gatekeeping
condoms, soas to not infect society
with so-called insensitive words.
When the orgasm of truth does not
permeate society, this area of
intercourse gets the shaft. This is
all in reference to the 4/1 issue of

The Lumberjack with my byline re:
Danish. My delayed lead should’ve
read: “If spring vacation is to some
college students as Easter is to
some religious practitioners then
each group observes the rites of
spring in their separate ways.
Therefore, with only 10 days until
the so-called student pagan rituals
begin, one way to roll away the

FUNDRAISER-looking for top
fraternity, sorority or student
that would like to earn
organization

$500-$1500 for one week on-

ALASKA
SUMMER
JOBS:
Fisheries. Our ALASKAFISHERY
EMPLOYMENT VIDEO contains
vital information/tips
needed to get
hired! Includes free list with
contacts!
Adventure Alaska!
Video & list only $14.95 + $2.50
S&H from Educational Video

Technology, Box 3561-L, Chico,
CA

95927.

'M SEEKING POTENTIAL OR
LICENSED REAL ESTATE
SALESPERSONS. We provide
one-on-one training/coaching to
individuals who have positive
attitudes, are seasoned listeners,
have ethical habits, will work very
hard.
Any baccalaureate
background okay. Please call Art
Widmark at Bayshore Properties,
Realtors, 442-0688.

campus oe
iar Must
be organized
hard
ing.
Call Lori 1-800-592-2121 X112.
EXCITING SUMMER JOBS at
Northern California Gay Resorts.
Openings May 25 thru Sept. 8.
Training provided, all positions:
Bar,
Restaurant,
Hotel,
Landscaping,
Maintenance,
Security, Lightman
and DJ. Send
employment history
and personal
description to Employment, The
Woods/Fifes Resort, P. O. Box
1690, Guerneville, CA 95446. a5
NEED
TO TALK
ABOUT
STRESS? Find a new approach
to the same old problems? Adult
Children Anonymous (ACA)
meetings are held almost every
day of the week. Free support
group open meetings, a 12-step

WORK-STUDY RECEPTIONIST
POSITION AVAILABLE NOW!
Y.E.S., Tues 12-5 p.m., Thurs. 911a.m.&2-5p.m. Call 826-4965,
ask for Kimberly or Dawn.
ASSOCIATED
STUDENTS
COUNCIL
RECEPTIONIST/
SECRETARY FOR 1992-93.
Approximately
20 hours per week,

$4.25to $5.17 per hour depending

on experience.
Contact A.S.
Business Office, Extension 3771.

stone is to...."The opposite of
political correctness is not the

recovery program and personal
sponsorship programs offer anew
and affordable approach to life’s
tougher problems.
Also, one
meeting with eating disorders
focus. Others have overcome
family crises and are ready to help
you understand yours, and how to
make it better. Call 444-3044
for a
complete list of ACA community
meetings inthe area. Please note
corrected phone number. The
Lumberjack regrets the error.

NOTICE
OF PUBLIC HEARING

denial of pluralism. The opposite
of those who are religiously right is
not a scenario of so-called
heathens running amuck.

HUMBOLDT
TRANSIT
AUTHORITY

THRILLS
HAVE YOU JUMPED? Catalyst
Bungee offers Bungee and
Pendulum rope jumps every
Come and JUMP!
weekend.
st
ta
Ca Bungeely
826-7664
or 8261711.
ae

Notice is hereby given, and you are hereby notified:
The Humboidt Transit Authority will hold public hearings at
the times, dates and places listed below:

SERVICES
STUDENTS!!! Summer and
graduation are just around the
corner—ship your belongings
home early. Your parents will
appreciate it—and so will we!
Pemberton’s Pack & Post, 600 F
Street. Arcata, CA 95521, 707826-2020 Authorized UPS shipper

WALRUS BICYCLE WORKS:
Repairs and overhauls, Service
for the commuter. 822-5466.

t

April 20, 1962

Areata City Council Chambers, 736 F St., Arcata

April 22, 1982

Eureka City Council Chambers, 531 K St., Eureka

May 6, 1982

Trinidad Civic Center, 408 Trinity St., Trinidad

May 13, 1962

Morris Elem. School, 2305 McKinieyville Ave., McKinieyville

at 7 pm
arengs
All meeti
RR
AL
A

CAR AMPLIFIER. 550 watts, 2
channel. Hi Fonics Zeus. $300.
~ PET SITTING: Don't kennel your
David, 839-4518.

Said hearings are for the following purpose:

WHY PAY RENT? Own your own
10x50 ft. mobile home. 5 minutes
from HSU, 1 bedroom, includes
new appliances.
Complete
remodel, quiet area. $6,800. 442-

Disabilities Act.

KAYAKS USED AND NEW. All

major models. Used whitewater
ear. New gear below retail.
uits. Trade-ins encouraged.
Free instruction w/purchase. Get
started inexpensively. 943-3547

friends! Grad Student will feed
and play with your pets during
spring break or whenever.
Reasonable rates. Call Grace,
839-5356.

HAVE ASSIGNMENT THAT
NEEDS TYPING? Call Mear!i at
Henderson

Street

Word

Processing 443-6128.

LOST & FOUND
2 KEYS ON RED METAL
TRIANGLE. 1 black, one with
yellow rubber ring around key.
Call Katharine, 826-7743.

To hear public input priorto the preparation of HTA’s pian for
paratransit service as required by The Americans with
For information regarding this public hearing please call
the HTA offices at 443-0626.

ALASKA SUMMER-EMPLOYEarn
MENT - FISHERIES.

$5000+/month.

Free transpor-

tation! Room & Board! Over 8,000
No experience
openings.
Female. For
orle
Ma
ry.
necessa
t
men
program call Student
employ
1-206at
s
Employment Service
5/2
545-4155 ext 289.
FAST FUNDRAISING PROFraternities, sororities,
GRAM:
student clubs. Earn upto $1000 in
one week. Plus receive a $1000
bonus yourself. And a FREE
WATCH justforcalling 1-800-9320528 Ext. 65.
BREAK:
ATIVE
ALTERNSPRING
April 11-April 19. Renovate a
homeless shelter. Al! skill levels
needed. Supervisorial positions
available. Call 826-4965.

Something Typed?
e term papers ¢ thesis
e notes for classes

Gutta
SOF
826-1828

for quality word processing at the
low rate of $1.50 per page

($5 minimum)

Wednesday,
April 8, 1992
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alendar.......
information about nurse-midwifery,
10 a.m., Humboldt Open Door

8 OWednesday

Community Health Center, 822-2957

Music

12 Sunday

for information and sign-up.

Hotel Arcata: Henry Sherman,

piano.
Jambalaya: Blues Jam with Thad
Beckman.

Music
Jambalaya: Accoustic Talent Night
with Jim Silva.

Concerts

Peter Ostroushko, presented by the
Humboldt Folklife Society, 9 p.m.,
Casa de Que Pasa through Thursday,
$10, $9 HFS members.
Student Recital, 8 p.m., Fulkerson
Recital Hall, free.
Et cetera
“Campus Violence Redefined: A
Teleconference for Campus Leaders,”
shown 9:30 a.m.-1 p.m., JGC first
floor.
“Fear and Loathing in Zanzibar:
Issues in Rural Development,” a
Peace Corps workshop, 6 p.m., House
97.
“Developing New Relationships,” a
confidential group meeting, 4-5:30
p.m., Women’s Center conference
room, House 55.
“Midweek Fun and Conditioning
Hike,” presented by the Sierra Club,
839-8709 for more information.

9 0 hursday
Theater

“Rumors,” a Neil Simon play, 8

p.m., the North Coast Repertory
Theater, through Saturday, $9, $8
students.
Bt cetera
“How to Find a Job in Natural

Resources and Sciences,” a workshop

presented by the Career Development
Center, 5:30 p.m., Nelson Hall West

232.
Lecture by Libertarian US Senate
candidiate Richard Boddie, 2 p.m.,
Goodwin Forum.

“How to Prepare For a Major
” an instructional film by

Arcata-Mad River Ambulance

Et cetera
KHSU Membership Drive and Ice
Cream Social, 2-4:30 p.m., Hotel
Arcata.

“T,” presented by the Humboldt

Film Festival, 7 p.m., Science B 135,

$2, $1.50 students.
“Coastal Dunes Family Outing,” in
Manila Community Service District’s
new pedestrian recreation area, 1
p.m., 839-5079 for more information.

Bolivia and Ecuador, a fund raiser for

the Bilingual and Cultural Information Center, 8 p.m., Fortuna Monday
Club, $6, 725-3311 for more information.

An Evening of Art Music and
Introspection, with Every Night Sky,
From Time to Time and I, 7 p.m., Gist
tion.
Et cetera

tion.

Festival Latino Americano, presented by the Bilingual and Cultural
Information Center, festival at 1 p.m.,
the Plaza, concert and food 4 p.m.,
Hotel Arcata.

14 Qjuesday

Concerts

Queen Ida and BonTemps Zydeco
Band, 8:30 p.m., $13.

Spring Break !
(Classes resume April 20, The Lumberjack
will return April 22)
pneeile

as

Fiction Festival, with readings,

audience feedback and refreshments,

7 p.m., Humboldt Cultural Center in
Eureka, $5, $3 students.

at the:
North Coast Inn:

Dance-A-Thon for Arcata’s Teens, a

and Poultry,” a workshop presented
by the North Coast Co-op and
American Heart Association, 7-9 p.m.,

center, $10, $7 students, $5 teens, free

7 - is it for you?” a presen“System
Macintosh Users
tation by

caligraphy, 3-5 p.m., Temple Beth-El
in Eureka, 444-2846 for more informa-

Hall 2, 826-9373 for more informa-

50s sock hop, 7 p.m., Arcata Community Center. Proceeds go toward a
skateboard park or teen

Eureka High School, room S-110.
Celebration of the Whales, including whale artwork, artifacts and a
presentation, 7-9 p.m., Humboldt
Office of Education in Eureka,
442-7843 for more information.

inners workshop on Hebrew

10 Grriday

Service, 7 p.m., Mad River Commu-

nity Hospital.
“The New Way of Cooking: Meats

“The Mystical Aleph-Bet,” a

A scene from “Babe Yaba,” playing through Seturday at the Minor in Arcata
ll.
Festiva
Film ona
as part of Humboldt Internati
Community Center in Redway, $10
stores,” two photography exhibits.
advance, $6 teen, $12 at the door.
Reception 6-8 p.m., Clarke Museum
Dan Goldensohn as part of Kids
in Eureka
Concert Series, 11 a.m., Minor Theater
in Arcata, $5 adults, $3 children.
Et cetera
Music
Charles Washington Soul Food
Hotel Arcata: The Drones, Irish
Dinner, a fund raiser for NAACP
music.
featuring blues piano player Teddy
North Coast Inn: Dave Trabue and
Taylor, 4-7 p.m., Veterans Memorial
Roundup.
Building in Eureka, 442-9026 for
Concerts
tickets and information.
A Festival of Music From Peru,
Prenatal Open House, films and

°2eggs'

¢ 2 Bacon Strips:
¢ 2 Sausage Links:

to those who collect sponsors, 822-

3172 for more information.

11 Saturday

———» Hashbrowns:
a

Music
Hotel Arcata: The Box Set.
Humboldt Brewery: Small Fish and
World Permitting.
North Coast Inn: The Other Guys.
Concerts

ee

¢ Toast!

Joe Louis Walker, Lazio’s Bar and

Grill, 9 p.m., $10.
Good Ole Person's, 8 p.m., Mateel

North

Coast Inn
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Regular length
Long length
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$205

$133
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T-Canyon

SALE $595

Invader Demos

SALE

$450

INFINITY
Quantum

SALE $595

NORTHE
MOUNTAIN SUPPLY
Sth & Commercial, downtown Eureka ° 445-1711

Monday - Saturday 9:30am - 7pm ° Sunday Noon - 5pm
Sale Dates:

April 8th to 14th - Sale LimitedTo StockOn Hand

L » FROG POND
NEWSPAPERS
MAGS, ONA
CABINS ¢ INTERNATI
SAUNA AL
LIVE FOLK MUSIC © TRADITION

COFFEEHOUSE
° CAPPUCINO
° PASTRIES
¢ FIREPLACE
© ICE BAR

Ht
i|
Wee

OPEN EVERY DAY
INCLUDING HOLIDAYS

a,
C.
Dy
I, s
ae
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‘Neagel?

Cy
AOT TBO
'
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aunnece Vugoee!

TO 1 1PM
NOONAY:
SUNDAY - THURSD
TO | AM
NOONAY:
FRIDAY & SATURD
— Gift Certificates Available —

S, © CALL 822-2228 FOR RESERVATIONS
CORNER 5TH & J STREETARCATA

j

